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CHAPTER I 
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM AND PLAN OF STUDY 
Statement of the Problem 
I The purpose of this study is to write interesting stories 
I! from some United States postage stamps. There are to be sug-
l\ gested questions and activities related to each story. 
r 
1
11
1 
Plan of Study 
The plan is that these stories would be useful for the 
slow learning child in grade seven and/or eight, as the vocab-
,ulary would be easy; and the interes t might be of a higher 
!level than found in many social studies texts. The slow learn-
1 
I er, seeing only one or two pages in front of him, might be less ~~ 
discouraged and confused than by using the many pages of a book. ! 
1 These stories could be used with the avera.ge pupils for supple- JJ 
' 
II mentary work or in place of the usual book. 
I
, Obviously not all United States stamps are of an historic 
nature, so the writer checked .all the stamps issued from 1936-
1948. Then the subjects honored by postage stamps were checked 
in social studies texts to determine which of these might be 
useful in the teaching and learning of history in the seventh 
' 
1
1 
and eighth grades. 
~ Since the writer is a stamp collector and a teacher of 
I 
li history in the two grades previously mentioned, much information 
'I 11 was already in the possession of the author. However, many 
1i texts were used to obtain ne1.Y ideas or to recheck information 
b-
:1 
II 
:j 
I' 
II ~~·- ~ alr~ady gained. The list of these references appears in the 
~ appendix. Then the writer used the information plus creative 
,; ideas and emerged with twenty-three stories. 
il I In this type of study few philatelic terms are actually 
jl essential. The writer believes these might be helpful. 
II II 
,, Definition of Terms 
:1 Postage1 The charge fixed by law for carr ying a letter, 
~ parcel, etc., by post. 
I Postage stamp
2 A government stamp to pay postage on arti-
I cles sent by mail. 
II Regular stamp 
., 
One issued to pay ordinary postage; not 
~ honoring any special person or event. 
:i 
'I 
!, 
Commemorative stamp One issued for a short period of time 
I' honoring a special person or event. 1j 
1
! Set A number of stamps belonging to a particular issue or 
/1 series. 
li Centennial3 A hundredth anniversary. 
II 
ii l . 
(\ 2. 
il j 3· 
1, 4 
I • 
Sesquicentennial A one hundred fiftieth anniversary. 
Bicentennial4 The two hundredth anniversary. 
Tercentennial The three hundredth anniversary. 
·webster's Elementary Dictionary, American Book 
Company, New York, 1945, p. 474. 
Ibid p. (474) 
Ibid p. ( 105) · 
Ibid p. (63) 
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CHAPTER II 
SUI•1MARY OF RESEARCH 
!i The purpose of this study is to write stories from United 
I ij States postage stamps. The stories are written for the slow 
!! learne r in grades seven and eight, and will be accompanied by 
!! suggested activities and questions. These stories may be u sed 
:
1 
as supplementary reading in the social studies program. Their 
r use is for reference, if so desired. The 1'/ri ter has long en-
!l tertained the idea t hat stamps can make history more alive and 
II il interesting . 
1Ra1.~er says that there is a lack of interest in many 
;j ,} 
ll children to whom academic subject s seem lifeless, unreal. His-
lj tory, as a record of the past, does not appeal; but a s an ex-
planation of the present, it becomes v i tal to many who formerly 
II 
' found it dull. 
I 
I~ny children have collected stamps or are collecting , for 
it is a natural tendency for youngsters to collect things . 
!Many a re showing that tendency just as they are starting social 
I studies, and a clever teacher will use this hobby to motivate 
'
1 
t h e study of history. 
I 
IJ 2Graeff states, "Nearly all collectors of stamps \'rill a gree 
~ that collecting has educational value, but not many have paused 
I L Robert Raymer. "Motivating History with Postage Stamps", 
I' Social Studies, XXXIII, April , 1942, p. 151-155 . 
1 2. A. Graeff. "Educat iona l Values of Stamp Collect ng" , 
I Stamps, Januarr 0, 1948 , p 50 . 
r~c~-~· 
II 
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I 
:1 to a nalyze u s t how these small p ictures can s erve as edu cation- , 
i al and instructional aids. The history teacher can best assess 1i 
il 
!j the value of such a hobby". 
!i For over a century now:, our government has been issuing 
'I stamps. The purpose of these stamps is to shovr that a fee has 
been paid to the government for transporting a letter or pack-
! a g e to a destination. 1i.herever letters and parcels go , stamps 
I -! go also. Therefore these bits of paper serve a second purpose 
ll of telling the world about a country; its people, important 
!I 
li 
~ events, its laws and ideals-in other words, its history. 
1 
"Therefore, stamps are miniature \.:pictures which are symbolic of 
1' the people and events which made our country great, 11 states 
~~ 1Allen. 
,j 2Knowlton feels that as such, stamps have a place in 
But many teachers will ask hmv can they acquaint I' teaching . 
il li children of junior high school a ge with the concepts of time, 
'I 1
; place and change'? Energy must be spent to get instruction by 
~ . I an appeal to the eye and the emotions. It must reckon \'Ti th the 
I 
child himself who depends very largely upon what he sees and 
l feels for his impressions of the world around him. This unreal 
,, 
~~ world must be re-created and made real by objectifying it into 
jl thing s vlhich the child can see. . It is the old familiar method 
il 
J ~l-.--=E,....d_w_a_r_d_A:-1 ..... 1----en-.--:Am-e_r_i_c_a--.-1 s--=s_t_O_J.'Y As Told in Postage Stamps, 
:1 ].fcGraw-Hill Company, Ne'\'l York, 1935, Introduction. 
il 2 • 
,, 
Daniel Knowlton. History and the Other Social Studies in 
the Junior High School, Scribner's Sons, New York, 1936, 
p. 61-62. 
5 
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teaching by illustration, but using illustration and factual 
'I material together. ~~ The writer intends to attempt to write interesting and 
IJ accurate stories for the slow learner, as well as for the aver-
l: a ge pupil. Each story will be accompanied by suitable activi-
!l ties which 1McKee feels should be authentic. These stories 
II and activities might be helpful to teachers who vlOuld otherwise 
il hesitate to use stamps. They might be encouraged to select the 
!I ones which would suit their needs or tie in with a particular 
lj 
~, unit of work. Also the children would realize that stamp col-
1 lecting today means research-the facts about a stamp; the how, 
I' where, \'Then and r1hy. \Vi th such stories, perhaps the slow learn-; 
er could be motivated to read and remember some historical 
I 
1
j facts, other\vise found to be dull or difficult in some history 
1
1 texts. 
\1 2Moskowitz reminds us that not too much attempt is made 
I to adapt the curriculum to the needs of the child. The slow 
I 
il learning child tends to learn by comparatively simple mental 
1
processes. That fact would seem to make this study worthwhile. 
1: 
11 The writer has tried to keep in mind the troubles of the slow 
I 
; learning child. 
·I 
il t: Paul McKee. The Teaching of Reading in the Elementary 
School, Houghton Hifflin Company, Boston, 1948; p. 382. 
Myron Moskowitz. "Teaching the Slow Learner" , 
view, LVI, October, 1948, p. 476-483. 
School Re-
====== - -:=-:-~~ -===--4 
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According to 1McKee, the social studies, science and 
II content subject textbooks used at each grade level should 
lj those vrhich, in addition to being accurate, are written so sim- :1 
j! ply, clearly and exactly that they do not 'outrun' the reading 'J 
I abili'ties of well-taught pupils at that grade level. The same I 
I ideas apply to single stories. I 
ll 2Anthony says that the teacher of geography must try to ! 
lj acquire suitable visual aid materials. The very same is true 
II in history and stamps might well be one such aid. 
'\ 
'1' There have been other authors on stamp stories. 3Allen 
! has written a history of the United States using stamps, while 
I 
11 the 4Pe t ershams wrote a book in vrhich the stamps were very 
II 
:l liglltly treated. In the former case, the author vrent as far as 
' !! 1935. In this study, an entire story will be told from each 
,, 
~~ stamp. The writer has checked all the stamps issued from 1935- 1 
:! 1948 and selected those vrhich would have appeal as 1·rell as 
I ~~~ I historica:l value. 
il 5super ran a series of tests and. surveys to check the claiJ i 
J· I 
1. McKee, op. cit . , (353) 
2. 
I 
I 
11
3
• 
\\ 4. 
·' I 
I 5. 
II 
James Anthony. "Postage Stamps as Visual Aid Material in 
Teaching of Geography", Journal of Geography, XXXXVII, 
November, 1948, p. 325-328. 
Allen, op. cit., (199 PP·) 
!IIJ:a.ud and lv!iska Petersham. America's Stamps, The Macmillan 
Company, New York, 1947, 144 pp. 
Donald Super. "Educational Value of Stamp Collecting", 
Journal of Educational Psychology, ~~I, January, 1940, 
P• 68-70. c-=======l == 
il 
; that the collecting of stamps has educational value. 
lj 
I 
'I His find-
jl ing was that there was no increased knowledge in social studies 
I 
l in high schools. vlhether the same result v1ould be obtained in 
I a simili.ar survey of grade s chool pupils is questionable. The 
)writer feels that the use of stamps is not an end in itself 
but rather a means to an end. 
I 
I, 
1 'I Koch says,"The social studies class can be greatly enrich-
I ed by a study of the commemorative stamps of our country, The 
alert modern school will seize every opportunity to broaden the 
1 interests and experiences of the pupils and it will lead them 
:1 to develop leisure-time activities which they may carry with 
1 
them after leaving school". 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
' 
!I 
l
rr =1-.--=T=-h-e_o_d=-o-r-a-=K~o-c':-h-.---.'r.:' P=-o_s_t_a_g_e--=s:-t_a_m_p s in the Classroom" , 
Instructor, 1!-fu.y, 1947, p. 19. 
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CHAPTER III 
F A.MOUS PEOPLE 
SUBJECT TITLE 
CLARA BARTON • • •••••••••• FOUNDER OF THE RED CROSS 
· DANIEL BOONE . . . ..... .. ............... A REAL PIOl\TEER 
GEORGE ROGERS CLARK •••••••••••••• A FORGOTTEN ~~N 
THOMAS JACKSON .• ••••••• •••••••••• A..i\TOTHER JACKSON 
JOHN PAUL JONES ••••• A LOVER OF COUNTRY AND BOATS 
'"'-.FRANCIS SCOTT KEY •••• • ••••••••••• • •• IS IT THERE? 
WILLIAN SHERMAN ••.•••••.•••••• A NARCH TO THE SEA 
9 
II 
II 
II 
II 
FOUNDER OF THE P~D CROSS 
I 
Everywhere one could see posters urging people to donate 
I 
I to the Red Cross drive. 
I. ! the familiar red cross. 
II 
There were even some \>J"hi te flag s vli th 
The children \vere \·mndering hov1 those 
!I colors became the Red Cross symbol, so went to ask Uncle Tim, 
~ their good friend. 
1! "You know, 11 he said, ''not many people know how the Red Crossli 
i! started in our country, but I knew the person who did it. 
i! 
'I ,, 
~fuen the War Between the States broke out, I joined the 
I 
II 
While in the hospital, I was '1 
I 
II army and later was badly wounded. 
I I: cared for by a 
I 
small birdlike woman who appeared very frail, 
! yet seemed to know just what to do to help me. She said I re-
I 
i. minded her of her brother whom she had nursed for tl>ro years. 
Jl It was due to her fine care that I lived, and as soon as I was 
I! 
! 
I 
jl well enough to leave the hospital, I began to look for her. I 
:1 Earlier she had left that hospital and gone elsewhere. Finally t 
li I found her near the front lines, helping the wounded and feed- 1\ 
I ing all the hungry soldiers. My wounds made it impossible for I 
I 
1 me to rejoin the army irlanting to help, I asked her if she I • 
~~ could use any aid. How her tired face lit up and her eyes fill-
1 ed with tears when I asked her. 'Certainly, Tim. I need much ;I 
l1 help and your offer is so vrelcome. 
:, 
It will be dangerous. ' 
Imagine a vmman telling me-an ex-soldier-about danger! 
II 
1i She worked in all kinds of weather, often cooking great kettles 
,: 
I' of food out doors. She went from vlounded to wounded, bullets 
I 
-- -==o-- --~==-~ 
I! 
I, 
II 
II 
I 
I 
I r -
1_0 
'I 
lj 
II 
t= 
il flying all around her. She had many close calls but was never 
'I hurt. Coming out of the smoke and dust of battle, she looked 
11 just like an angel to the wounded. That became her nickname, 
I and it fitted her viell-Angel of the Battlefield. 
I 
I 
As I worked vTi th her, I discovered that she had been born 
in Oxford, ~~ssachusetts. As a young girl, she liked to care 
I for sick people and injured animals. She took care of a sick 
I !I brother and proba bly saved his life. She was a successful 
:1 teacher for eighteen years. irlondering \'Thy she left that pro-
1 fession, I asked her. She replied that vlhen the \'Tar started, 
she discovered there was much suffering at the front because of 
I 
r f ew supplies and much neglect. She felt that 
li ly the wounded, shoul d be helped right on the 
il 
everyone thought it was too dangerous for a woman. They did 
not realize hm.; very determined t his lady vrould work to get 
,I 
1j what she wanted. She worked very hard and did much good, in 
II 
il spi te. of many difficulties. 
vfuen t he war was over, I was a ble to help her s ecure in-
formation about missing soldiers. We also marked many unkno\ill 
!' g raves. But those of us who worked wi th her realized that her ~~~ health vra s failing, so we \·rere not surprised when she went to 
jSwitzerland to regain her health. 
,I 
,J As soon as she returned, she vlent around asking her many 
'I 
il friends what they knew about the Red Cross. Most of them had I 
inever heard of it. 'There may be the reason why the United 
i 
:1:1 
I! States hasn't joined the International Red Cross-no one knows 1 
=--=-=-=-= -t=-=- - - ======#9!===== 
~ 
!i 
I 
'I ll 1_2 11 .I ======~t=·========================================·========~F====== 
,, 
I' j about it. vfuile I was in Switzerland, some of the members came 
I I . 
i to me to find out why my country had not joined. Even I didn't 
I know about it, but was very interested to discover that Henri 
Dunant, a Swiss who had seen the frightful suffering of the 
I 
jwounded in European battles, had suggested that societies be 
1! formed to help these wounded. These societies v.rere to be na-
1 tional so needed a sign or badge that would be recognized by 
all and would mean safety. The Swiss flag is red with a white 
cross; so in honor of its founder, the colors were reversed, 
!. giving us the Red Cross, emblem of help and mercy. I saw 
I 
1 this society at work in the \1ar of 1870. Seeing its fine order 
11 and organization, I promised to make my own people understand 
this very fine movement.' 
'I . 1. That she did-working very hard to convince our president 
Ji and the Congress. Finally President Arthur signed the a gree-
J h 
· ment, ma.king our country the t irty-second to join. 
I In Europe the Red Cross was only for the purpose of war 
1
J relief , but in America the organization was to help all in any 
11 trouble; >Tar or peace. Throup;h her efforts, the Red Cross ad-
11 vanced. In many ways it is like her; firm, determined, gentle, II 
1 helpful-a fitting monument to a great lady-Clara Barton. 
11 II 
II 
\1 
'I 
I• 
1\ ~~i 
!, 
I 
I 
II 
,, 
SUGGESTED QUESTIONS AND ACTIVITIES 
1. Dra\'1 or make a Swiss flag, a Red Cross flag. 
!2. Make a poster the Red Cross might use to show what it does ll 
I to help people. lj 
List all the \vays the American Red Cross aids its ci tizens. ll 
Visit your local chapter to discover how it serves the 
3. 
4. 
community. 
5. How can school children help the Red Cross? 
6. Why is the color of the stamp appropriate? 
1 7. If you \'Tere designing the stamp,, what changes 1-rould you 
I suggest?_ 
~I 
·ii 
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1! A REAL PIONEER 
, The boys were talki'ng of going on an overnight hike. "We 
j
1 
will .be just like the early pioneers,," said Jack. 11 I guess 
il life was dangerous in those days. \fonder what :iit was like to 
lbe a real pioneer?~ 
II 11 It must have been difficult then because you had to be 
II able to do everything," said Tom. 
I Uncle Tim smiled. "That's right,,. boys,. the pioneers had 
li to be brave, crack shots, farmers,, doctors,, carpenters- just 
I 
Jabout . everything. One of the best known pioneers was Daniel 
1jBoone. I'm sure you have heard of him ih your history class-
es." 
i 
Jl "Yes, I . remember he killed a bear and carved the message 
II 
[I on a tree, 11 said Jack. "Please tell us about him, Uncle Ti'm." 
II "A . ve~y long time ago when our country was very young,. 
[people lived on the land; using the soil, the forests and the 
!animals in the forests. When the soil became poor, when the 
~~ forests and animals were gone; the settler had only to pick up 
I· 
:I 
II 
I 
I 
I 
i! his belonging s and move on to new land farther vtest. So it 11 
I! 
:1 was· that ih Carolina, the people found living hard becau se they II 
It I 
/! had vrasted the soil, : f'orests and animals. 
l1 To the west was some land, called Cai ntuck by the Indians, I 
II 
ii which was rich in forests and animals. These supplie d :rood,, 
II 
i! clothing and trade materials for the pioneers. Daniel Boone 
;i ' 
II said he was going into the Indian land to live. Six other men 
--~-~~r.~-==='-'-'=-== ==="'--=----"-=========~ 
~-==~=== 
. went with him to l.ook over the land. They \'tette e.ttaokad by the 
i' 
I, redmen who· wanted no white men on thai!' land~ The seven went 
n . 
iJ ba.ck home but onl.y tQ get thei!"' suppl1aa and families,. for whab ,, 
,,! they had seen of C~intuek had convinced them that here wes: the 1 
I . 
li land fo;r them. on the ne.xt trip there were eight wagonloads of :i 
1'1 
J, people but whe·n the Indi.ana attaeked. them nnd Boone t s son was 
il captured. the rern.aining people retuaed to go any further. n 
i! •Goll;r • what happ<med to his son?" asked John. 
I 
"His fath~t' followed the Indians and helped hie aon ea-
l· 
1i eape,.n :replied Uncle Tim. 
II . 
II '•That was dsngerou3, wa.sn•t it?" 
!! 11Ye.s, it was very dangerous,. but that didnt t stop Boone. 
,, -
il Almost two ye~s later., the Indians must have t'ea.J.ized that the II 
li white men .would push them out of the land, so they wnn~ed to 
'I . . 
I! exchange Caintuak .for supplio$• Who else would be the leade~ 
:
1
J
1
, but. Boone? lie led. fifty men who blazed a trail to the new land 
. :i 
IJ· tlonths le.ter; the to'Wil ot Boonesboi"otlgh;. Kentuc~ 1. v1as settled. • . 
I . 
:1 Things ware peaceful and tine,. bu,t not tot' lons. Tho Revolu-
1\ tionart 1ar was on and now the lhdiona wa:u~ being urged to kill II 
lj t!~G I.IOt'tlers w.om tl:le::r h<ld promhod to ].ea'lre al.one. The Brit· i 
ish gave them €:,~ and whiskc;ry- to do all t1:d .. .s harm. So Boone I 
I II 
il v;ent to the Indian ehie!' to find out va1.y ·i:Ah.e rod.nten were attack•, ;, . 
'1l i' . 11 ing his people. T"no :tnd.ians eaptctred hl.:ab but he menat;ed. to es-, 
,, 
11 c.ape. to t h:e stoeke.de. The redmen came to attack t he fort. 
,· 
1! Thera wera very :fev! men t here to tle1'end ti"le fort, so Boone told 
II 
j_5 
=-=~--~·~he WOl1ien to dress aa men and. tire guns. The trick work~e~===!F=-=-=====-·-
11 j' 
I! 
I! 
II 
il because the Indiana: left, -t L1nldno the s·tY,Jcke.de had too many 
Ji de!' andal"S • 11 
1j ll'f'.nat ·was elevel:"' \1~~n. t it i Uneie T·ini? $,$]~e·d ·one or the 
I -
II hil-1....: il c_ - ~:an. _ 
1
' " -·sa, Boone was cl-ever ta.s · ell a ·s courag~cus. He .• a~ a 
II t:rue p16n&el' Who lived. b:y hi« skill• bravecy• and ab~li ty tQ 
t out'\:rj;t ·the el$·ve:z. Iri.di.ons., He - lo'ved the outdoors and t:hc wild 
1l 
II . 
1 li.fe. He k!lled only for .food. or p.roo:tec.tion. He l.iked to be 
II . I; alon~. and kept nto~iilg . to ·new wi -ld lands. At,! l:le gre 1 oldo1 ... , 
q he re·tu1~ed to Kentueey-. The-re :ts a rilonu.-nent there to honor 
:1 him, but his be·st monm1ent is the s,P.lri.t that lives 1n young 
" I~ like out door l!i'e, who wish ta b~ piQneers, even jv;st f or ~ 
II day.u 
I 
" -'Ve w-.tll think of Dani el Boone a$ we ax•a e ~\ping t h ls wod<-
end, u said Jack. u'llJ:umk you £t:W t ol+ing us about hiiu, Uricle 
I - -. - o JJ 
·i Tim. 
II 
!I 
II 
ll 
j; 
'I 
I 
I 
I 
=-·t-=· 
II II 
j_6 
Draw a 
,5. ~· ke a mode l of the toim of Boonesborough .. I nclud the 
lfort , houses, etc •• 
1
16. Bring to the class any interesting stories about Daniel 
jBoone . 
17. Draw a: picture of your idea·· of Daniel Boone. 
I j8. How did most men dre s s in those days7 
I' r9· List words to describe a man like Boone. 
If · you were designing the stamp, what would you have put on 110. 
I this stamp?· 
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A FORGOTTEN MAN il 
The parade had gone by with the bugles blowing and the 1 
l
j drums booming and rat-tat-tat-ting. The children were greatly I 
! impressed by the drummer boy. Tom remarkedt "I would like to be jj 
II 
·1 one of the drummers and march in all the parades. It must be 
,! great fun. Don't you think so, Uncle Tim?" I 
tl "Yes, it is grand especially when on ;, long march. Nothing:: 
II keeps up one's spirits as much as the stirring beat of a drum.:· II 
"That sounds like a story, Uncle Tim. Please tell us 
I about it, 11 urged the girls and boys . II 
II 
jj "Yes: . there is a story which I heard very often-of a young 
II drumm~r boy; but it is really the story of a man no one remem-
11 bers. He was George Rogers Clark. 
1, My grandfather was only a boy of tvtelve when he heard his 
II 
11 father discussing some plans with a tall man in buckskins. 
!' Seeing the boy, they ~topped talking. After the man left, the 
! father asked, 'Lad , you heard of our plans?' 
:I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
11
that 
'Not all, Father; but may I go a l ong with you?' 
'Oh, so you did hear. What coul d you do?' 
-
'I could be a drummer boy. I want to go, please. 1 
-
'Yes, perhaps you could help.' The boy didn't realize 
since the plans must be kept secret, his father dared not 
i1 leave him horne. The father and son met at a secret place with 
~~ many other men. The tall man in buckskin looked surprised to 
I 
1 see a boy at the meeting, but smiled when the father explained. 
-r 
I 
I 
He thought that they could use a drummer. Then he turned to 
the men. 'Patriots, when I first spoke to you, I could tell 
you little; now I shall tell you more. You realize we colo-
nists are fighting the British. Most of the fighting is going 
on along the Atlantic coast, . but what most of the colonists 
don' t realize is that the British have many forts along the 
rivers in our section of Kentucky. Also, the British are giv-
ing the Indians guns, ammunition and money to fight against us. 
They will swoop down upon our families, , killing and burning. 
General Washington won't be able to fight there and here , so it 
is up to us to do what we can to save our families; and what is 
more important, our country. We will have to get our supplies 
as bes t we can; many of us will be killed, and there will be n~ 
pay or reward, except the satisfaction of saving our families 
and country. I hope all you men will go on, as it is important 
that our plans be kept secret if we are to succeed. vfuat do yo 
say?' 
The men were silent for a minute. Then . one said, ' Clar k, 
if what you say is true , i t is very serious . 1 
Clark replied, 'I is true. Jus t a f ew days ago, one f my 
scouts brought ne-vrs of Indian upri ings . 1 
. 
The same man then asked, 'What are your plans, Clark?' 
'First we must get some suppl es and train ourselves. We 
will go to a small island in the Ohio River where v-re will build 
a base.. After we have trained, . surprise will be our important 
weapon. Shall we get started?' 
1_9 
The men did as Clark had expected; they all joined his 
group. After several weeks of training, . they v-rent dov.m stream 
to Kaskaskia, the important post in the Illinois section. They 
hoped to surprise everyone, and that they did-not a shot was 
fired. 
Then Clark and the men went on to get control of the 
French villages along the Mississippi. Only thirty men \vent to 
do the job! It was Clark's task to win the friendship of the 
Indians who surrounded him and his followers. He told them 
they could have peace or war with him-which would it be? The 
Indians feared this man with his long rifle, so they wanted to 
be friends. 
Success seemed around the corner. Then Clark learned that 
Fort Sackville had been taken again by the British; who, in ~ 
few months, would cross Illinois and attack him at Kaskaskia. 
This h e could not afford. 
This young mBXi t hen decided to do the impossible-rr~rch on 
to Vincennes immediately ·when he vias not expected; that was his 
only hope. The men who had felt like leaving him now refused. 
A boat vri th supplies was started dovm the icy rivers. It was 
to get there to supply the army later. 
The army started, the drummer boy beating on his drum. 
They were to march for eighteen days through winter rains which 
\vere flooding everything. They waded in the deep icy \vater. 
The boy got on top of his drum and floated on it. The men 
laughed to see him, and felt if he could go on, so could they. 
20 
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1 On they went and everY'.,rhere l'las water, water. The men were 
tired, hungry, cold and disgusted. A tall man picked up the 
I 
1 drummer boy, put him on his shoulder where the boy beat his 
drum for all he was worth. Encouraged, the men followed into 
the icy cold water. Finally dry land ,vas reached, fires vrere 
built a.nd food formd. 
I Taking Vincennes and Sackville by surprise, by tricking 
I the enemy into thinking his army was much larger; Clark ended 
all British rule i n the \-.res tern part of our country and added 
!much territor y-as well as perhaps helping a great deal to win 
'i 
I the Revolution. The men vlent back to their families which 
would now be safe. Our drummer boy and his father came back 
I 
1
1
home. 
Jl I remember my grandfather having an old battered drum in 
Jl h is home and he used to handle it very lovingly. He used to 
I s a y that drum helped to save a nation. It did its work well 
I just as Clark did his work. Grandfather always told me that 
when I became a man I should do my work well regardless of the 
, rei"lard . 
I That ' s I . 
cotmtry. " 
t he story of the drum and a man forgo t ten by hi s 
!I 
I 
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SUGGESTED QUESTIONS AND ACTIVITIES 
~~ke a small drum out of wood or from a cereal box. 
Draw a British flag which might have flown over Fort Sack-
ville . 
3. What is unusual about this stamp? 
4. Locate the blockhouse on the stamp, and tell how it is usedl 
5. On a map, locate using red crosses the following: 
Vincennes, Sackville, . Kaskaskia. 
I 
il 
II 
I 
I 
6. Why were buckskins u sed for clothing? 
7. vfuat color might this stamp have been? 
8. Draw a picture of the drummer boy on the shoulders of the 
tall soldier. 
I' 
II 
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ANOTHER JACKSON 
"You know, Uncle Tim, a funny thing happened today in 
school. It was in history class. r·Uss Smith vlas telling us a-
bout Andrew Jackson, how he was admired by the common people. 
She asked if anyone knew his nickname . Fred raised his hand. 
~fuen she called on him, he replied, 'Stonewall.' lfiss Smith 
told him he was thinking of another Jackson. You should have 
seen his face !" 
11 Yes, I was surprised because I didn't know about another 
Jackson in history. Then Mi ss Smith asked me to find out more 
about my man to report to the class . Perhaps you can help me, 
Uncle Tim?" asked Fred. 
-
11Andrew Jackson was often cal led 'Old Hickory'. The man 
you were thinking of was Thomas Jackson, a southern leader in 
the War Between the States. Perhaps I can help you a little. 
Remember my telling you that soon after the war started, 
I enlisted? The South wanted to keep the North or Union troops 
from marching on to Richmond, the capital of the states vhich 
~ad left the Union. 'IJ'Te met the enemy at Bull Run and were de-
feated. I was wounded and sent back to a hospital. There I 
saw some soldiers from the South. I became f riends with one of 
them. We left the hospital at the same time and hoped to see 
each other vlhen the v-rar was finished. 
Many months later, we did meet again, but in a hospital 
where we had been sent to get well from new wounds. 
I sa·id to my friend, 'Your First Brigade has been g oing 
places; what happened to it all at once?' 
My friend replied, 'I am g lad you mentioned it as that is 
my favorite topic of conversation. At the: beginning of the war, 
1.tTe l'l'ere inexperienced and panicky. vle \·;ere nearly ready to run 
a1· ay \vhen the general came to us and told us to rally behind 
a General Jackson. He was tall, ,. dark-bearded, and rode a sor-
lrel horse. ~then we saw him standing very calmly in the middle 
lof the battle, he looked as unmovable as a stonewall. That 
became his niclmame-vre gave it to him. \'lhen we sa1.; how calm 
he vras, we forgot our fears and follmved him. You k:novr hmv 
that battle vras ''ron. He is a fine rea der-there is none quite 
ike him. He 's stern and r i ous . Often we \vould marc 1. a 1 
night or early in the morning. We vlould often fight with our 
last bi t of strength. Usually before a battle, Jackson \·Till 
spend his time in prayer. You could easily tell him by his 
faded uniform, old slouched hat pulled do1vn over one eye. He 
treated us v-rell, , and we were willing to follov-r him to the end 
of the earth. 
He never talked very much, . but we found out that his par-
ents died \vhen he l•ras rather young. Later he vrorked hard to go 
through West Point. He fought in the Mexican War, . and then 
returned to teach in a military school but wa s too severe . He 
still is that 1'l'ay.' 
' tlhy is he so successful? Our leaders respect his military 
t a ctics. He seems to al\vays be where no one expects him. ' 
24 
'Your last statement tells why he i:S successful. 'ltle trav-
1 light, at dawn or during the night. He endures all our hard-
hips, but he expects obedience and promptness. His officers 
' ever knew his plans. He likes to play hide and seek with· you 
ellows. 1 
-
'I understand General Lee relies on Jackson to handleany 
-
ifficult assignments.' 
'Yes, guess that is true. We seemed to get a lot of tough 
-jobs.' 
Just then some more wounded men 1vere brought in to the hos-
One yow..g fellov.r seemed to know my friend. He looked 
tired and rather sad, so my friend went over to greet him. 
ey talked for a:-. while, , then they looked out of the vlindow. 
inally my friend came back, looking very forlorn. 
'The battle of Chancellorsville has been fought. Jackson 
a f evl men rode ahead of the troops to see what lay ahead. 
s they galloped back, the nervous men thought some Union sol-
iers were coming, . so they fired on their own men. Jackson did 
ot want to upset his men, so he didn't let on that he was bad-
vrounded. Now he's dead. T'fle South will mi s s Thomas Jackson. 
The South did miss its great leader. Wherever I went , I 
eard only praise for this man." 
"Thank you, Uncle Tim. That will help me very much. Nm;r 
I can remember '\'tho he 1;1as. The class will like the story," 
said Fred. 
25 
SUGGESTED QUESTIONS AND ACTIVITIES 
Using available reference books, compare Andrew Jackson 
vT.ho else appears on the stamp? Why is that appropriate? 
Draw a cartoon of Jackson as a stonewall. Show his men 
as stones around him. 
6. A tragedy is a sad event. What was the tragedy in Jackson's 
-;1 I life? I . 
7- Why didn't he let his men know what they had done? 
I ( Write a play about Jackson's army life. 
II 
II 
I 
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A LOVER OF COUNTRY AND BOATS 
The boys 11ere- tl"'ylng to sail small boats on the pond vvhen 
Uncle Tim came to watch. "You la1ow, - that's just vthat I \vas do-
ing one day \'ihen my great srandfa ther came along. He loved 
boats, having spent most of his life on them. He told me about 
another man who loved boats, danger and his country. Would you 
like to hear that story?" 
11 0h, . yes, 11 replied the boys as they crovtded around the 
e lderly story teller. 
"When my great grandfather was about your age, he had been 
to sea on a boat vlith another boy whose name vras John Paul. The-
t'-ro youngsters liked each other, and when John, at nineteen, 
had his m·m vessel, he \van ted Grandfather to sail i'li th him. 
They 11ere together for many years. John Paul 1.-vas born in Scot-
land a nd vtent to sea at the age of twelve. He had an older 
brother living in Virg inia v-rith his adopted father, vlilliam 
Jones. Later when William died, John added the Jones to his 
name and that is vlhat he was then lmmm as-John Paul Jones. 
For two years he left the sea to be a Virginian planter but he 
was not really happy away from the sea. 
vmen he heard about the battle of Lexington, he left his 
plantation and offered to serve his country. The colonies had 
no navy so the colonial committee elected Jones to tell the 
government what was needed for a navy. He spent much time 
getting a navy ready. lfuen all was in order, - he vfas given 
I 
I 
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command of' the ALFRED. Sending for great grandf'ather, Jones 
II and he began to Vlorry the British navy. They captured many ot 
1! the enemy vessels and made them p~t of t..'le American navy. 
still he wasn•t satisf'ied, but wanted to do more damage I' II 
,, 
11 to the Br1 tish by cruising in European waters where he would 
!i be close to fuo enemy. on .tune J.4, l.771, Congress decided our 
il flag would have thirteen stripes of red and white , with thir-
1/ 
teen stripes of red and. white, with thirteen stars on a :f'ield 
II 
II of' blue. Jones was given command of' a new boat, the RANGER, 
j! 
!! and he was very proud of his new ship with the new flag • He 
!i told Grandfather he f.d mnke that flag respected and remembered 
lj . 
II by ~11, especially the British; and that is exactly what he 
1 did. The world was beginning to respect this new nation that 
11 dared to fight the strong British navy. 
II But Jones was his best as the connnander of a ship v.hlch 
II ho renamed BO}IHOt.lME RICHARD in honor of his good friend, B~n­
jamin Franklin. 
Grandfather tells it something like this. •There were 
I: forty guns on the RICHARD. ,:Ve WOP£) sailing along when an 
11 English m$-of.;,.vlar hailed us • Sh e was the SERAPIS and had II - ~ 
I
ll forty .... .four guns. Immediately v.·e fired. on than as they firac,i 
 . . th . . 
, on us. Jonos handled e ship well and he was all over the I . . ~~ vessel, encouraging the liWil• 1'he battle nent on i'ot> !'our 
I . 
11 hours and it seemed as if it ll'lUst soon stop .. because the p .,. 
I 
·, Rl:CHARD was on .fire and beginning to sink. The British com• 
mender asked Jones if he we:tte ready to 
=-==-=~-=, 
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shouted back thos e inspir ing words that he was jus t beginning 
to fight . Then he ordered the t wo boats lashed together, the 
men got ready to board the SERAPIS and over they went, with 
cutlasses and pistols. The men, cheered on by Jones, fought 
like d -mons and at last the SERAPIS surrendered. However, the 
RICHAl~ was sinking, so \ve all transferred to the SERAPIS. 
Then we put in to France where vTe were treated as heroes. 1 
After the v1ar was over, Jones vras appointed special a gent 
Ito that country. He had developed a navy, beaten the greatest 
I 
li 
I 
naval power in the '"orld, and made the United States a respect-
ed nation. Later on, he and Grandfather spent much time sail-
ihg just for fun. The two friends spent many happy days to-
gether." 
_______ I_ 
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SUGGESTED QUESTIONS AND ACTIVITIES I. 
Draw or ma.ke such a pen- !I 
lj 
1. On all boats a pennant is flown. 
Jnant as might have used on Jones' ship. 
Collect pictures of sailing vessels. 12. 
I 3. Dra1'1 the flag adopted by our government and flown on the 
! RANGER. 
I 
I 4. 
I 
Look in history books to discover what country first 
I ed our new flag. 'ihat did that salute mean? 
I 
Is. I \rhat other title might have been used for Jones? 
11 6. Many people think that Jones was an admiral. Did he ever 
I
! get that rank? 
1
17. ~.fake a panel showing improvement in water travel. 
I 8. By models, show advancement in boats used for war. ,, 
iJ ,, 
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IS IT THERE? 
The entire town i'las splendid with many flags flying in the 
breeze. Uncle Tim and the children were, sitting on some 
benches in the park. Suddenly the elderly gentleman remarked, 
"Today is June 14, isn't it? Goodness, . today is Flag Day~ 
vfuenever I see our American flag , I am reminded of a story my 
grandfather used to tell. 
It '\'las before and during 1812 the British had been stop-
ping our boats. They were taking from these boats, sailors who 
were ·- supposed to be English subjects. Frequently the British 
made mi stalces and took American sailors . This mistake took 
place far too often, and after notes of protest, the ti<TO coun-
tries went to war-it was lcno~m as the War of 1812. 
In September, 1814, an English ship was anchored off Bal-
timore, ~~ryland. Grandfather's boat, anchored in the harbor, 
was waiting to take on a load of supplie s. vfuile waiting for 
this t o be done, .Grandfather had gone into Baltimore to visit a 
young friend who vlas a la'>vyer. When Grandfather got back to his 
boat, he found a British seaman in his cabin. 
'I understand, sir, you know something about medicine,' 
said the sailor. 
'Yes, a little. Why do you ask? ' 
'Our doctor ,,ras killed last month and vre have some badly 
i·rounded men on board. Vlould you come over to our ship and s ee 
what you can do to help them?' 
31_ 
Grandfather was a little suspicious. 'vfuy did you come to 
me? This can cause us both much trouble. 1 
'You are known to be a kind man. One of those sick men is 
my brother. Please save him. You will be given safe conduct. 
Shall we go now?' 
'I must get together a few things, 1 and Grandfather jotted 
dovm a few lines on a piece of paper. He gave the note to the 
first mate, saying, 'Take this to Mr. Key if I am not back in 
two days.' Then the two \'lere rowed out to 1.-1here the British 
vessel lay anchored. Grandfather did what he could to help the 
sick and wounded. 
Two days passed and the British made no motions to get 
Grandfather back to his own boat. Back on the .American ship, 
the First I~te took the note to Mr. Key who was worried when he 
read it. He had the mate row him over to the British vessel 
and leave him there. Francis Key vrent to the captain , asking 
him to release Grandfather. Being a good talker, Key got his 
friend freed. However the captain told them that they would 
have to remain on board until the surprise attack on Baltimore 
was finished. He said that if they were released, they would 
\<Tarn the people. He would send them back after the battle. 
Grandfather and his young friend stood at the barred win-
dow of a small cabin. In the distance, they could see the A-
merican flag floating over Fort McHenry near Baltimore. All day 
the ba ttle raged. It continued on into the night. There, in 
the darkness, stood the two Americans watching and wondering if 
II 
I 
their flag was still flying over the fort. They hoped so but it 
!I was difficult to tell in the darkness and smoke of battle. As 
!I 
1 dawn came, they were still looking and wondering i f the flag li 
11 \'Vas t here. All a t once, as the smoke cleared, Key shouted, 'It's , 
'I IJ' there~ That's Old Glory~ '\tle didn't lose. Now I can \vrite 
I j ust hov-r I fee l . ' 
II 
I! On an old envelope, Francis Scott Key wrote the feeling s 
II of an American upon seeing his flag floating over a fort after 
II a battle. His '\'lords voiced the feeling of every American ~>rho 
il sees his flag in a distant land, or even at home. Americans 
II 
~ love their flag and are proud of it. 
Key and Grandfather l'lere returned to Baltimore. Grandfa-il 
\I the r i'lent back to sea , and Key went back to la't'l . Later he show-.
1 
11 ed his poem to a friend who set it to an English tune. Soon 
I' people everywhere vrere sing ing this song. It became our na tion-1 
1 
e,l anthem, but not until 1931 did our government set aside The 1l 
'I 
Star Spangled Banner as such. That's Grandfather' s s tory about 
our flag and its song. 11 
33 
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SUGGESTED QUESTIONS AND ACTIVITIES 
Draw a picture of the flag which was flying over the fort. 
I
' 1. 
2. Describe the feelings of the two Americans as they stood 
I on the British boat watching the battle at the fort. 
i 11 3. t'frite, in your own words, the meaning of the song which is 
jour national anthem. 
j4· Draw a picture of a fort in the distance, flag flying in 
11 clouds of smoke. 
il s. 1fuy do V'Te stand when we hear or sing the national anthem? 
1
16. 
I 
Show, by drawings or by using cloth, the main changes in 
jour flag from the first one to the present one. 
17. 
I 
Show the proper care of the flag; flying it, folding it, 
.J when marching, how to destroy old flags. 
1
;11 
I 
1: 8. What color or colors could have been used for this stamp? 
:J 9· List the special days on which our flag should be flown on 1 
jj public buildings. 
1
1 10. Hoi>'T may our flag soon appear? Illustrate. 
Ill. vfuat is our national hymn? 
A MARCH TO THE SEA 
"Uncle Tim, today we read about Sherman who marched thru 
Georgia des troying things . Did he real ly do all that?" asked 
Fred., 
"Yes, Fred , he did, . but he had ood reasons. ~lould you 
like to listen to a story?" 
The boys knew t would be an inter esting one so they said 
they would like to hear the story. "Yes, then we can tell the 
class all about it." 
-11 Sherman was the Union leader o:f volunteers in the V'lar 
Between the States . General Grant had arranged with Sherman to 
go to Atlanta, .. cut through Georgia and thus weaken the South by 
dividing it into sections. Atlanta :fought hard and long , but 
Sherman :finally captured it in 1864. Because it \'Tas a very 
important manu:facturing city, he simply destroyed all shops 
and :factories. 
Then Sherman got a unique idea, but he knew that his lead-
ers would not like it so he cut himself' o:f:f from the main army. 
~is pl an was to march from Atlanta to the sea, cutting o:f:f the 
South while making a path of destruction so no Southern troops 
could live there or get new supplies . His troops were to trav-
el light-they slept in barns or houses; helped themselves to 
what :food they could :find; took any horses :fit for travel. As 
they moved along they destroyed everything; bridges, roads, 
railroads, communication lines, buildings, supplies of all 
kinds, even whole towns. r.fany of the men enjoyed their work 
of destruction but my brother told me how sick it made him feel 
to see the slaughter of animals, burning of bridges, houses and 
supplies; yet as a soldier he could realize that such action 
seemed necessary to end the war. ~~ny of the men stole out of 
camp at night to go on private destroying parties _and often 
killed people who tried to stop them. Sherman must have real-
ized how many of the men felt because he told them one day, 
"Men, what vre have done and are doing, I regret; but also I 
have felt that such action \-ras necessary to help shorten the 
~var. Do not look back at-_ the black ruins, look ahead t o the 
bright light of peace." 
Some of the destruction was needed to help win the war 
and the rest was just an example of how \vasteful wars can be, 
in time, money, men and supplies. 
One thing tha.t impressed my brother was the many slaves 
who follov.red along with the men and how they seemed to worship 
Sherman who, they felt, had freed them. 
The entire march took not quite a month and many of the 
men became ill from bad food or water. These had to be left 
behind. My brother was one of these and by the time he and the 
others were better, the war was over. 
Whenever people criticized Sherman's actions, my brother 
a lways tried to explain, just as the leader himself had explain-
ed; it was one i-ray to shorten the war and prevent more men from 
beine; killed." 
Fred said thoughtfully, 11 It mus t have been difficult for 
Sherman to do something he knew people wouldn't like, yet he 
felt he was right so he vrent ahead and did it. That takes 
courage. Now I understand why he did it." 
I. 
I 
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SUGGESTED QUESTIONS AND ACTIVITIES 
1. On a map, trace in green the route taken by Sherman. 
2. On a sandtable show a contrast-how the countryside looked 
' 5• vfuy are the other two men shown on thi s stamp? 'ihat made I 
II 
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II 
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II 
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I 
them famous? 
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CHAPTER Dr 
FAMOUS EVENTS 
SUBJECT TITLE 
CORONADO'S EXPEDITION •• •• ••••••••• SEEKER OF GOLD 
EMANC IPATION PROCUU1ATION •••••• I'LL GLADLY KNEEL 
GETTY BURG ADDRESS ••••••• ••••••• A DISAPPOINT~ffiNT 
G LD DISCOVERY ••••••••••••• • •••••• LOST AND FOUND 
0., ./t r S TTLEMENT ••••••• • •••••••• OREGON OR BUST! 
-
P01rY EXPRESS •••••••••••••••• s~~LL BUT COURAGEOUS 
PRINTING PRESS •••••••••••• AN IMPORTANT INVENTION 
RAILROADS •••••••••••••••• A GOLD AND SILVER SPIKE 
TELEGRAPH •••••••••••••••••••••••• POLES AND "lfTIRES 
WASHINGTON'S INAUGURATION •••• • ••••• THE FIRST ONE 
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SEEKER OF GOLD 
Uncle Tim said,"One of my grandfathers told me of a seeker 
of gold. Do any of you girls and boys know who he was? No~ 
then, listen as I tell you a story. 
The early Spaniards were all hunting for wealth in the New 
orld. One of these men had been told of seven magic cities 
So on February 24, . 1540, a company of gayly decked 
orsemen in shining breastplates and helmets left a small Mex-
ican town to explore the country to the north. These men had 
been told about the 'Seven Cities of Cibola' where=the people 
.lived in great castles and used plates of solid gold. To cap-
ture all these was the dream of Francisco Coronado, a Spanish 
obleman and seeker of gold. 
With him he took an army of two hundred fifty horsemen, 
seventy foot s oldiers, over three hundred friendly Indians and 
over one thousand Negro and Indian servants. Mules carried the 
baggage; hogs, sheep and oxen were taken along for food . ~~y 
cows also ltrere taken along to supply milk. It was very hard, 
dry, dusty vTOrk marching over many miles of desert and plains 
in the very hot sun. Coronado and his followers traveled 
through unfriendly land. vfuen he finally conquered the first of 
those rich cities, he found no wealth, for the golden cities 
ere only mud villages . On one of their trips, the Spaniards 
saw many herds of 'hump-backed oxen'--buffalo. In all their 
explorings, no gold was ever found; just poor Indian huts. So 
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IJ the army left Coronado and he finally reached Mexico City in 
11542 with only a hundred ragged followers. He was a sad dis-
1 
!appointed man because he found no gold. Coronado never knew 
II 
11 that his triu was ·a remarkable one and that he added much land I -
I 
to the Spanish Empire as well as being the first white man to 
see buffaloes. 
The search for gold has been a disappointment and sorrow 
I to many men. " 
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SUGGESTED QUESTIONS AND ACTIVITIES 
I f l. In a panel draw Coronado, some of his soldiers, horsemen, 
I ~ervants and the different animals . Do not draw all of them. 
j nraw two pictures showing them going and coming back. 
il 2 .. Draw two pictures of contrast: what Coronado dreamed he 
II 
!would find, and what he did find. 
3. Draw or make a flag used by these early Spaniards. 
4. If you had designed this stamp, wha t changes or additions 
· vlould you have made? 
l 
_l 
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I'LL GLADLY KNEEL 
Hearing the boys discussing the War Between the States and 
a forthcoming test on it, Uncle Tim remarked, "A long time ago, . 
I met an old, old Negro who helped explain things better than 
any book could do it. 
I was going through one of the cities in the South-can't 
remember just which one, ; when I was impressed by a large bronze 
statue of Abraham Lincoln touching the shoulder of a Negro who 
\-ras kneeling at Abe 1 s feet. I stood there, admiring it. Sud-
denly I noticed, on a bench near the statue, an old Negro who 
was looking at me very intently. He beckoned to me to come 
over to him, so I did. When I sat dorm on the bench beside him,. 
he said, 'You seem interested in that statue.' 
'Yes, , it is a rather fine one. It impresses me greatly. 
Lincoln looks so kind but sad, while the Negro looks up at him 
so trustingly and irfith admiration. 1 
'You have good eyes-most people just see Abe standing over 
a slave. I like to sit here and vratch the people as they look 
at that statue. They usually say the silliest and strangest 
things. Now I never knew ~~. Lincoln personally. I was just 
a slave on a large cotton plantation where I was born. My mas-
ter wasn't as cruel as some, but he kept us all very busy. He 
and his family lived in a fine mansion, had plenty to eat and 
rode around hunting and acting like fine lords. We lived in 
small huts, had poor food and worked all the time. We slaves 
al 
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Often we would hear much talk by the masters about some 
trouble. The country was dividing into two sections over the 
question of s lavery. Then we heard that a war had started. 
Our masters were upset, some of them vrent away to war; and vre 
were left to continue the work. Now we had to toil even harder, 
and some of the battles were fought on our plantations. ~~ny 
of us were killed or v·iounded; some tried to escape, . others were 
made to fight, but all of us were worse off than ever. I guess 
most of us felt our only_ friend v-ras l'ir. Lincoln, who \·ranted us 
set free. At last some of us were set free while the war as 
being fol~t, but only those who were in any section that the 
North had captured . The rest of s had to wait until the war 
was over. Then an amendment, the thirteenth, freed us all. 
Most of us had wanted our freedom but after we got it, . we found 
it difficul t to get work or to find living quarters . Our for-
mer .. owners couldn 1 t afford to keep us . Freedom brought us much 
suffering I managed to get along fa i rly wel l because my . 
t re s had given me some ducation . Because of th t, I was able 
t o help my people a little. 
Then one day, many years later, a man came to our section. 
He -vras going to make a s tatue of Abe Lincoln freei ng the slaves. 
He had seen 14r. Lincoln many times and would do him from memory. 
All he needed was a Negro who would kneel at Lincoln ' s feet. 
Many of my nmv free fellow Negroes didn 't want to kneel at the 
feet of any white man , so I s tepped up and said that I would 
gladly kneel at 1Yir. Lincoln ' s feet any time, a s he was a vrorthy 
45 !I 
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:! man. 
II 
He understood my people and our troubles. He ~rould have 
II helped us even more if the good Lord had been willing. My 
I people too quickly forgot what they o~red to 1-ir. Lincoln. Yes, 
1/ I considered it a privilege to lmeel at his feet. 
1 So, you see, that's Abe with me over there. Now that my 
.l work is done, I like to sit here t o listen to what the people 
have to say about us.' 
vfuen I left the elderly rna~, I had a different feeling 
I il and understanding about Lincoln, the vrar and the Negro." 
I· 
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SUGGESTED QUESTIONS AND ACTIVITIES 
Look up the thirteenth amendment of the Constitution • 
. I Report on the steps needed to amend the Constitution . lj 2. 
' 3 Dra,.., tvTO panels for contrast: the rich p antation mmer, I • 
lh i s mansion a.nd his sports· t e poor slave, his house and his 
!i '>Tork .. 
4. If possible, secure a cotton boll and take out the seeds. 
!Exolain why the slaves had to do t his type of work. 
1
!! 5·-
'6. 
What other color might this s tamp have been? 
Try to carve a soap model of Lincoln and the Negro. 
i 
1 1~ Why \vas the elderly Negro willing to be the model? 
j[ s. Write some of the things people l!ll.ght say when they saw the li 
jistatue. ~~ 
'19· Look up the word uamend". What is an amendment? 
.1 0. How many amendments are there today? \fuat is the Bill of 
I Rights 'f" 
I . 
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A DISAPPOII:TTr.fENT 
The children vrere sitting under the trees one \'iarrn ay, 
tryi:t! to le .rn the Gettysburg Addres s , ,, en along came Uncle 
Tim. "Hello, girls and boys - fuat a re you doing?" 
"Hello, . Uncle Tim. Y.Te are learning the Gettysburg Address. 
-
It doesn't seem to go very well. Our teacher told us what it 
means and why we should know it. Y.le were vvondering \'iha t it was 
like the day that Lincoln gave his speech." 
-
"Perhaps a story \'iould help you to better understand vihat 
"\vent on that day, 11 said Uncle Tim. 11 You remember I told you 
that I had joined the army \'Then the \'far Betvreen the States be-
gan. Because of wounds, I was not able to fight very much s o 
I served as a supply sargeant. In 1 63, . General Lee had been 
defeated in the battle of Gettysburg, . Pennsylvania• TI~ousands 
of men had been killed in that terrible battle; so a year later,. 
it was decided to set aside a section of the battlefield as a 
national cemetery to honor all the men who fought in the combat, 
but especially for those who had died there. 1 though the war 
was still going on, I ~rished to go to see the ceremonies as 
many of my buddies were buried there. Ed-...rard Everett, the fa• 
mous speaker, was to be the main guest. President Lincoln was 
to be there also. He had arrived earlier and was at the hotel,. 
guarded by some soldiers. I knew one of these lads, so I went 
to talk vith him. He said the president seemed very restless, 
was pacing the room, and was waiting for a telephone call about 
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his sick s on and war conditions. He was evidently very upset 
and seemed to be having d1.fficul ty·-i'lri ting his speech for the 
next day. 
The day for the ceremonies was a fine clear one~ A plat-
form had been erected. Already a large crowd had assembled, 
even t hough it was rather early. I was able to get a place 
very close to the stand. At about two o'clock a very large 
number of people had gathered. Up on the flag-draped platform 
sat I-tt-. Everett, the guest speaker; President Lincoln, army 
officers in full uniform, governors of the many states, , and 
some congressmen and other notables. 
Mr. Everett was introduced and began his speech. We all 
listened very attentively at first, but soon realized he was 
going to talk a long while. As we became tired and warm, "e 
shifted from one foot to the other. After two very long hours, 
he sat down. We applauded rather loudly and for a long time, 
mo stly from relief. 
Then the president stood up and walked to the speaker' s 
table. He i'la s just the opposite of Everett who was short and 
stout. Lincoln vrore a black suit which showed how thin he re-
ally was. A tall black hat added to his tallness and seemed to 
put him above everyone. His face appeared very tired and so 
sad. In his hands, he held a small piece of \~irL~led paper; 
but he never looked at it at all. He seemed to be just talking 
to us; explaining why v.re were here and telling us what our duty 
must be in the comi ng years. Although he looked at us and 
jJ spoke ih his clear loud voice, he seemed to be looking i'nto the 
ll' future, seeing vrhat was ahead for his country. That was why he 
, urged us and encouraged us. Then all at onc.e he stopped talk-
11 1ng, turned and sat down. We were so amazed at the short 
lj speech that vle turned and looked at each other. Then we real-
1 
I. ized that Lincoln was finished. As our leader, he rated ap-
ij plause; so we clapped very lightly. He knew we were applauding 
!i 
jl him, not his speech. He was plainly disappointed. 
None of us realized the worth of that speech until later, 
when we thought over what Lincoln had said. Neither did any of 
Ius there dream how often those words would be repeated through 
jl the years. Lincoln never fully realized that people would 
1i remember him for a fe\v sentences spoken in a cemetery. Nor did I 
ll he know what an inspiration those words would be to many people. I 
I' I His speech, so disappointing to him, has been read, recited and I, 
learned by countless school children, as vlell as by adults. 
!Persons everywhere have heard of these famous words, but who 
II remembers Mr. Everett's speech at Gettysburg?" 
II 
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SUGGESTED QUESTIONS AND ACTIVITIES 
Read t he addr ess and retell it i n your O\in words . 
Look up the vmrd "dedicate". See hm'l Lincoln used it in 
spee ch . How was it used in regard to the celebration? 
Hov1 is that word u sed today? 
3. Ho'" many years was Lincoln our president? What was hap-
pening while he 1'ras our leader? Hm'l many presidents were there 
I before Lincoln? How many were there after him? 
I 
. 4. At what holiday do vle have a cel ebration much like the one 
I 
!at which Lincoln spoke? At what holi days do we think of this 
address? 
I 
li 
II 
II 
I 
I 
5. \ihy were the olive branch and torch included on the stamp?. II 
. II 
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LOST AND FOUND 
The boys had just seen a motion picture about the discov-
ry of gold in California i n 1849 and they rrere discussing i t . 
"I \'lish I had been there a t Sutter's r anch when the gold was 
iscovered, I certainly could have gotten rich quickly," said 
aclr. 
Fred replied,"Uncle Tim was t her e, . I think. Let's go 
see him and see if he got rich.'' 
Off the boys dashed to their friend's house to see what 
e could tell them about riches. vfuen asked if he was there 
hen gold was fo1.md, Uncle Tim replied, "No , boys , I wasn't 
ctually there but my w1cle was, and he often showed me a 
old nugget and told me how he got it. In 1849 James Marshall 
as building a sawmill on a small stream which ran thru John 
utter's large ranch in Cali fornia. My uncle, . a carpenter, 
r as helping t o build thi s mill. He was up on a scaffolding 
hammering away. He was working just above the stream when he 
ost a handful of nails. In those days nails \·;ere handmade 
nd were very expensive. Looking down, my uncle could see the 
right metal shining in the water. He climbed dmm from the 
ill, waded out into the clear water to where he t hought he had 
lost the nails. He f ow1d them and scooping t hem up, noticed a 
f leam of color still in the vTater. It fas a yellowish color. 
~e picked up a small pebble of i t but noticed more in the river 
ed. He called ~~. lVTarshall over t o look at it. Suddenly 
o===r= 
I! Mr. Marshall seemed to become very excited and told my uncle 
I 
I 
: to get back to work and not say anythihg to anyone about the 
I 
! shining pebbles. In a few days, however, the stream was full 
10f men washing the gravel for the yellow flakes, and men were 
I! tramping all over the ranch. TYiy uncle tried to go on building 
the mill but the men tore it down for sluice boards to wash 
gravel. Everyone was excited, nervous and greedy. More 
Jpeople came -from all parts of the United States. Uncle tried 
I 
lhis luck searching for more yellow pebbles but the best places 
I 
I 
\were already taken. So he went to work as a carpenter, putting ,
1
, _ 
1 up houses for the lucky ones who found wealth. Just think, 
I those lost nails had found a gold bed and the man who found it II 
got only that one pebble or nugget. My uncle was not too sorry 11 
for he noticed that gold made men jealous, greedy and suspic-
I ll ious. However it did help to make a state of California be-
cause so many people came to loolc for the gold. So you see, 
neither my uncle nor I got rich." 
"That was a good story, Uncle Tim," said Fred. 
-
"But I still wish I had been there," remarked Jack. 
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SUGGESTED QUESTIONS AND ACTIVITIES 
~ 1. Besides the central design, what else is found on the 
'I stamp, and why are they there? 
j, 
11
2
• 
r 3. 
1
14· 
5. 
What other color could this stamp have been~ printed? 
Can you give any reasons why that color was not used? 
What else might have appeared on the stamp? 
Why l'ras the mill built near water? ~nat was the purpose 
of' the mill? 
6. What made settlers go west in such large·-numbers?:"· 
vlhy was \'Tater helpful in finding gold? 
See if anyone can bring in a piece of "fools' gold". Why 
it called thatr What is its real name? \i.hat is its value? 
I 
9. 
!What 
jiO. 
1uses 
II 
I 
II 
There i ·s a substance- called "black gold''. What i ·s it 7 
is its value? 
Make a list,, either individually or as a group, , of the 
of gold in 1850; uses of gold in 1950. 
OREGON OR BUST! 
Said Fred,"Some day when I am older, - I would like to trav-
el." 
Tom asked, "~fuere?" 
-
"Oh, all through the United States; but especially to the 
Pacific Coast, to California, Oregon. " 
"What do you want to see there?" 
-
·-
"I'd like to see the rivers, the big trees and the moun-
tains. Have you been out there, Uncle Tim?" 
''Yes, I did go to California, but never to Oregon. One of 
my uncles went there a long time ago. He went to Oregon when 
Lewis and Clark explored the region. He and many others stayed 
there to trap. The country was full of deep forests with tall 
trees, and many fine rivers-really a trapper's paradise. Uncle 
and another man became partners, and they worked for the West 
Fur Company. They did very well, going into the deep woods in 
the fall, working through the winter months. In the spring, 
they always had plenty of fine furs to sell or exchange. 
The trappers were not particularly disturbed when mission-
a ries came to help the Indians who lived in this wild country. 
Not only did they teach the Indians; they cared for them. In 
order to live, the missionaries and the red men began to grow 
crops in the wonderful soil. Somehow, news of this wonderful 
country got back to settlers who wanted to go to this place of 
tall trees, many rivers, rich black earth and fine climate. 
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One spring day, when my uncle and his partner came into 
the trad ng post with their furs, they heard and saw much that 
was new. Many covered wagons were coming up a trail. n the 
canvas sides of these wagons were the words Oregon or Bust! 
The man at the post sa t .. ese people were pioneers who ha 
come to regon to settl e on the rich land. It wouldn ' t be ong 
before the forests would be cut down and the animals would soon 
disappear. 
Uncle and his partner both had the same idea. Too many 
people would mean the end of their living. Uncle went o t to 
talk with the leader of the wagon train. 'Did you folks get 
lost?' asked my uncle. 
'Lost? guess not. We started for Oregon and here we 
are, 1 replied the leader. 
' How is it you came to Oregon?' asked Uncle. 
' We heard stories of this wonderful country with its rich 
soil , big trees; so we came to live here to raise crops and our 
familie s. So we want to pick out the be st l and before the rest 
come.' 
-
'You mean that more people are coming? ' 
' Oh , yes. TI~e trail is probably fil led with many wagons. 
Most of the settlers get as f ar a s St . Loui s ; there they wait 
until there a re enough "t•ragons to make up a train. Next they 
hire a guide to lead them over what is becoming kno\vn as the 
trail to Oregon. It follows the Snake and Columbia Rivers. 
Our greatest trouble was coming over the mountains which 
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il were f'ull of heavy snow and ice. We lost some \'lagons and many 
II 
i' of' our horses. The f'ood and water ran low, and the Indians 
1kept bothering us. They didn't attack us; just kept following 
11 and worrying us. When we settlers said we would get to Oregon 
i or die in the attempt, that's exactly what some of our group 
I did. vie lef't them in unmarked _ graves along the vvay. Yet we 
l1 were determined. There will be more and more settlers. 1 
I,J Uncle and his partner went back into the woods again. The 
next spring, when they returned to the post, they had less f'urs . 
!i The animals were moving farther away from the settlers. So the 1 
· two trappers had 
I 
, farther away from 
I 
i . 
to move deeper into the forests, farther and 
the people. Soon they had to give up trapping ~~ 
!altogether; there being too many settlers and too few animals . 
I 
II Uncle then came to live with us, and that is when he used to 
Jl tell me about his days as a trapper in Oregon. 11 
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SUGGESTED QUESTIONS AND ACTIVITIES 
t 
I JI T• Draw a picture of the covered wagons on the trail. 
11 2. Discover more about the Le"riis and Clark expedition. Re-
11 port to the class. 
1. 3. List some of the animal s valuable for their fur. 
11 4. Ivrake a model log cabin such as trappers might live in 
!I while tending trap lines. 
'J 
,i 5. Does your state allow trapping? Find out if it does. 
I 
I' 
I
, What are the la1t1s, limits, animals which can be trapped?-
6. What might have been used as the central design of this 
jl stamp? 
I' . 1J 7. On a map, , trace the Oregon Trail in black. Along the 
ii route, and to one sic1e of the trail,, draw some of the dangers 
:I 
ii the pibneers faced; Indians, , storms, animals, , lack of food and 
,, 
11 water, , a;nd any other dangers. 
" 
:j 
i• 8. Send to Oregon for travel folders to discover what travel-
!: ers today are invited to see in this section of our country. 
1: 
SMALL BUT COURAGEOUS 
The children liked to listen to Uncle Tim tell stories, 
for though he wa s old, he could tell -a story so interestingly 
everyone would listen. So when they begged ~or a story, Uncle 
Tim said, "Remember the story I told you yesterday about a dis-
-
covery-here's another that follows it. 
The gold rush of 1849 made so many people go to California 
that there was a great need for mail service to the Pacific 
Coast. The early mail went by boat, part way by train, then 
by stagecoach; but all these ways were too slow for the many 
miners out in the west. Something had to be done. One day in 
1860 posters appeared which read ' Small but courageous men 
needed at once. Must be able to ride a horse. Apply at Pony 
Express office.' Since I was small, could ride a horae, . and 
was also curious, I applied. I was told that I would be a 
rider for the quick mail service between St. Joseph, Mis souri, 
and Sacramento, California. This service was soon called the 
Pony Express, s ince we used fast horses to carry the mail. 
My job was to ride 75 or 100 miles a day , and rest at a home 
station. Next day I woul d go back over the same route. Sta-
tiona were 25 mile s apart where we changed to fresh horses. At 
the end of the d y 's run, often the relief r ider had been kill-
ed or wounded by robbers or Indians; so I would have to saddle 
a fresh horse and ride on another stretch. 
Our job was to carry letters which were written on very 
II 
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thin paper, and "'ere then wrapped in oiled silk for protection. 
These letters cost $5 for each half ounce, but later the price 
as $2.50. We carried the letters in four leather boxes call-
cantinas. These were fastened to a square of leather known 
s the mochila, which was thrown over the saddle. The two 
cantinas rested on either side of the horse. Our legs were 
etween the front and rear cantinas as we rode. V'lhen '\'Te dashed 
into a - station where a freshly saddled horse '\iai ted, , all we di-d 
throw the mochila over the saddle of the new horse, j ump on, 
and we were gone in a cloud of dust. 
We had to be small and light to ride the small,, fast ponies 
which ";e rode i:h all kinds of weather, . over all kinds of places. 
Ind ans were always hiding behind rocks and bushes, - waiting to 
kill us. I have two scars to remind me of those days. 
We carried that mail so fast that news and letters reached 
the Pa cific Coast only a few days after leaving the east. But 
we could not ride as fast as the speed of a new invention call-
ed the telegraph. I worked for the Pony Express Company for 
the nineteen months that it was in business, - and I was proud of 
it. But I soon was out of a job, so went over to the telegraph 
office--but that's another story." 
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SUGGESTED QUESTIONS AND ACTIVITIES 
Make a poster such as Uncle Tim saw. 
On a map of the United States, trace the route of the Pony 
I 
I Express using a red line. 
3. On the stamp locate the mochila, cantinas and gun. 
4. Draw a horse. On it draw a saddle, mochila and cantinas. 
5. Out of leather or heavy cloth, make a mochila and two 
cantinas. (If large enough, these can be used on a bicycle.) 
~~ 6. What do the two ~igurea in the upper left and right hand 
I: corners of the stamp mean'r 
;I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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AN IMPORTANT INVENTION 
"You know, Uncle Tim, we learned in history today about 
one of the most important inventions in the world. See if you 
can guess what it is in three chances." 
"Fire?" 
-
"No, but Miss Smith said that was important." 
. 
"Gunpowder?" 
"N .. o , 
-
s yst em." 
-. 
but that changed war and also did away vri th the feudal 
"Could it be the print ing press?" asked Uncle Tim. 
"Yes , that's it. Why is it more important t han some of 
-
t he others?" 
"The print ing press is responsible for educating people-. 
Education can overcome fire, , gunpowder and all the rest. Print-
ing can change people ' s minds and change the fate of nations. 
I imagine you would l i ke to hear a story about it?" 
11 0h, ye s , . please tell it to us." 
-
"It has to do with my great grandfather, Stephen Day, and 
is son, l1a.tthew, who lived in England. There ~~tthew learned 
to work a. printing press because he t rained with a master print-
er. Great grandfather Day was a blacksmith who knew the Rever-
end Jesse Glover. In 1683 the minister decided to come t o 
erica and bring a pri nting press with him, as it would be a 
good business-there being no press in America at that time. He 
also felt that his sermons would reach more people if he had 
61_ 
As_he-didn ' t knOW-hoM-t~~kr~~ ~~=~====~========~ 
urged the Days to "'iOrk for him-Matthe1'f to run the press; and 
Stephen to set up the press and make any repairs. So it was 
agreed. Howeyer the minister died on the way to this country 
and ~~s. Glover was left with the press. She decided to carry 
on the work, so she bought a house for the t wo men and the press 
was set up in Cambridge, Massachusetts. In six months, the 
first sheet was run off the press. It was an oath recited by 
new citizens. 
Soon this press was running off copies of la't'rs, almanacs, 
Bibles and school books. Many children used spelling books and 
readers printed on the Day press. It served its purpose well. 
Long after Stephen and Matthew were dead, Grandfather Day was 
using this same press, but he was using i t to urge the people 
of the colonies t o unite, to fight against all the wrongs done 
to t hem by the English king . The press was used to print post-
ers, letters , s tories, , pamphlets, even books-all telling the 
colonists what 1>1as happening. It told them about the Acts of 
Navigation, the Boston ~~ssacre , the Tea Party, Lexington and 
Concord, Bunker Hill, Washington's defeats and victories, the 
Declaration of Independence, the end of the war and the sta rt of 
a new government. 
Yes, t he printing press is a most i mporta t i nvention. I t 
can svray people one w y or an t her. I t t ells them a l l t he news,. 
it prints thei r birt h, rel i gion, grov;th, education, . success, 
failure, government, . cr i mes , sports, ideas, ideals and death. 
Perhaps thi s shows why the printing pres s was, . and is, so 
62 
I important." i -
I "If one stops to think, the press is very important-our 
1 newspapers, magazines and books all depend on it. Thank you 
fo r explaining it to us, Uncle Tim. " 
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SUGGESTED QUESTIONS JLWD ACTIVITIES 
j
1
1. What else might have been put on this stamp?: 
I 2. ~ihy was the invention of gunpowder, and the discovery of 
II 
11 fire , important?. 
1
3. !~ke a list of the ten most important inventions. Tell why;: 
il you consider ea ch one important. 
:1 4. If possible, visit a printing office to see the press in 
!operation. 
15· From a cork, linoleum or potato, make a simple letter or 
I design. Dip in ink and press on paper. This is a. very simple 
idea of printing. 
6. Tell of the many uses of printing today. 
I! 7. Try to discover what vras first printed on the Day press. 
I' 
Ji 8. Tell, . in your ovm words, what the Freeman 1s Oath means . 
11 9. Hav e a debate. Resolved:the printing press is more impor-
tant than the discovery of fire. 
110. Find examples of the many different types of nevrs i terns. 
I I Label as to type. 
I 
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A GOLD AND SILVER SPIKE 
As Uncle Tim watched the streamlined train glide past the 
stat on, he remarked, 11 That t rain reminds me of a story. 
Back in 1849, after gold had been discovered i n California , 
the government of the United States, as well as the pe~ple, 
wanted a railroad all the way across the coQ~try. Being out of 
a j ob just then, I signed with the Uni on Pacific RAilroad . Mo t 
of the men worlcing with me were Irishmen and how we di d work . 
We started at Omaha, , going west, and we found out that a gang 
of Chinese were working for the Central Pacif ic Railroad, and 
they were working ea stward from the Pa cific Coast. \ihen we 
found out i t was to be a race, d d we hustle! We hurried when 
we discovered the government would pay so much to each company 
for every mile laid. Our boss promised us a reward if we laid 
more track than the Chinese* The railroad was to follow an old 
wagon trail and we had to cross rivers, deserts , mountains; cut 
thru forests and fi ght heat, insects , cold r ain, snow, animals 
and Indians. In one hand we carried a shovel or pick, and in 
the other hand a gun. The Indians would swoop down and burn 
our tents, , blow up the tracks, , derail the engines, or pick off 
the workers. Somehow we would rebui l d, get more men and go on, 
hoping we ivould meet the other line. Finally we saw them in 
the distance and then how we laid ties and rails! The two lines 
met at a place called Promontor y Point near Ogden, Utah, in 
1~y 10, 1869. The last tie was laid, . the final rail was in 
;/ 
!I 
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!J place; all that was needed was to drive the spikes that i'lould 
join these two lines. We vfent over and talked with the other 
!! workmen. ,It was a grand day. Flags \vere flying, people had 
1! come in carts and wagons to see the celebration. Even some of' 
~~ the Indians >re re there to >ratch the ceremonies. comot v e 
11 Jupi t .... r of t e Central Line an Loc oti ve 119 of the Union 
~~ Pacific Line approached each other, puffing black smoke and 
.! blowing their 'ivhistles. There ivere prayers of thankfulness, 
il speeches, cheers for a job well done. Arizona gave a spike of 
,. 
I! iron, silver and gold; Nevada, one of silver. Finally I had the 
li 
il honor of' driving into place the gold spike of California. i'li th 
~~~ that, the country was finally brought together and man could 
I: travel across the continent by train. 11 
I 
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SUGGESTED QUESTIONS AND ACTIVITIES T 
II 
1. 
I 
Draw a picture of the meeting of the two trains. I 
1
1
2. Why did the states mentioned choose the metal for the final 
I 
1 
spikes? 
11 3. Compare working conditions on the railroads in 1869 with 
I 
II those of today. 
1 4. On a map of the United States, trace in red the route of 
I 
I' the Central Pacific and Union Pacific Railroads. 
5. In 1869 how many stars were there in our flag7: 
11 6. Gather as many pictures as possible to show how railroad 
trains have changed. 
1: 7. Make a scrapbook of train pictures. 
I 
1/ 8. If possible, secure Strombecker train models and make a 
I 
11 display. 
I 
I 
6? 
POLES AND WIRES 
Uncle Tim and his friends were sitting under the trees . 
One of the boys had a telegraph set he had made and with it 
he was practicing the Morse code. A youngster said,"Uncle Tim, 
remember 1.;hen you left the Pony Express because the telegraph 
put it out of business, you said there "''ras a story. \ftlill you 
tell it to us now?" 
11 Yes, I guess I did say that, and seeing that telegraph 
set reminded me of those days. It's true I was soon out of 
work, so was standing around in the local grocery store, when 
in came a friend. He told me that some men were wanted in 
Baltimore to dig post holes and set posts. The government 
wanted men who were strong and willing to work hard. Since 
I needed a job, I appl ied along with several former Pony Express 
riders. \ihen we arrived in Baltimore, we were given shovels 
and told to start digging holes five feet deep wherever a 
white stake was stuck in the ground. There were three of us in 
a group, one doing the digging while the others rested. I was 
put with two strangers who just looked at me when I walked 
over to them. Gradually I felt it ould be nice to know what 
vle were doing and why. So I asked the men. They said that 
poles were going to be put in the holes we were digging. 
Just as I was going to ask a bout those poles, the dinner bell 
sounde • As we were eating, my fellow workers explained it 
to me. A man by the name of Samuel Morse believed he could 
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send me ssages over a wire. He would use electricity to send 
a message for 40 mile s over the wir es which would be strung on 
the poles we would put i n the ho l es which were be ing dug . Then 
I wanted to know where the message would go. The men t old me 
that Morse had worked very hard to convince the government t o 
help him by supplying t he money to put up the line from Balt i-
more to Washingt on. So with that, we went back to work. We 
didn't talk much while digging a s it '\tTas very hard work. Ho'\tT-
ever , at l unch periods, I learned more about t h is inventor who 
was waiting anxi ously for us to complete the job. He had been 
in London studying art_when he got the desire to send news h ome 
to America quickly. That desire gave him the i dea of sending 
messages using electricity ~ He had received a fine education 
in chemistry and electricity but he liked art best. In those 
days an artist was considered a social butterfly or a sissy. 
However he became a noted artist. Coming back from Europe, he 
met some men who were talking about elect r i city and again he 
became interested in science . That much I learned a bout him. 
One day a stranger came strolling along and s topped to 
watch us dig. We wondered i f he were a government inspector. 
After a vrhile he vrent on his \>Tay, and still we didn't know \>Tho 
he was . 
At last, in May, 1844, we wer e all finished and somehow \ve 
wondered how that r ow of poles and wire would be used. Al l the 
workers were invited to a banquet at whi ch Mr . Morse would 
speak. Yes, you guessed it . That mysterious inspector was t he 
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IJ inventor. He told ns i•re had helped make his invention a 
success because tV>ro days before he had sent his message over 
I 
1 the wires. He showed us the invention, explained its use and 
I I the code he used. He made us feel proud to be part of the 
success and grOivth of our country. He also said the time vrould 
come l'lhen messages could be se1it anJ~·There. That we weren ' t 
inclined to believe at first, but it was correct. Telegraph 
rl companies were formed and we were kept busy digging holes and 
,, putting up poles. There, that's the story of my part in the 
11 telegraph." 
. ,,, ~'Vleren' t you proud, Uncle Tim?" 
"Yes, I was. As I look around today and see the vTide use 
!: j' of the telegraph, I realize how true were those words of 
1 Samuel Morse. " 
II I, 
il 
I' 
I 
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SUGGESTED QUESTIONS AND ACTIVITIES 
1. Make a large panel showing how the rollowing people sent 
I' I ~ messages: Indians, Dutch, French, sailors, Boy Scouts, Arrican I . 
·natives. 
1: 
I 
12. 
I 
Make a simple telegraph sender and receiver •. Try sending 
11 messages. 
3. Visit a railroad station or telegraph office to see how 
I 
l the telegraph works. 
1
4. Make a list individually or as a group or all the 
,I methods or sending messages. 
jl 
dirrerent 
11 5. Make a small drum or a tom-tom. Try to send messages. 
!1 6. Try to discover what was the rirst message sent over the 
II 
II telegraph?. What does it mean?: 
,, 
II 
I 
I 
I 
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THE FIRST ONE 
"Hello , Uncle Tim, isn't it just fine! itle are having a 
week's vacation. It's George Wa shington 's birthday. Miss 
Smith wa~ telling us about him. You know he was a really great 
man, wasn't he?" 
~ 
"That is right," responded the children's friend. "He was, 
especia lly as the president of our country. Do you realize he 
could not follow in any one else's footsteps; he had to make 
his o~~ path. You children remember Fred Smith who used to 
live in t own? He often t old about his great grandfather. Did 
you ever hear the story?" 
"No, can you tell it to us?" asked the children hopefully. 
·-
"Gue ss I can remember most of it.. ltlhen Washington was 
notified that he had been chosen president, and must come to 
New York to take an oath or be inaugurated, he asked that it 
be a very quiet affair. But you can judge for yourself how the 
people felt . Washington got on a barge or flatboat which had 
been decorated. Other barges followed, also decorated. These 
contained officials and friends. The ladies vTere singing, and 
the bands were playing patriot ic songs . Everywhere the crowds 
cheered t h e leader. Ships fired salutes in his honor. This 
was supposed to have been a quiet reception. Yfuen the barges 
approached the landing, bells were ringing , people were shout-
ing and guns were being fired. A carpet was put dovm from the 
landing to a waiting carriage, but Washington wanted to walk. 
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Tobias Smith, who had fought with the general at many battle s 
of the Revolution, had been selected to be the president' s 
guardw He told the story someth ng like this. 
1 The ca rriage was wa i t ng but the genera ~ nted to we. k. 
I s tepped up to him , saluted and told him I had been honor ed 
t o be his guard. He repl ied that he didn 1t need a guard, but 
could use a fri end to give him courage, s i nce he was not sure 
what was expected of h m. ' 
So Tobias walked along in back of Y.lashington who \"fa lked 
down the street whi ch was decorated with flags, banners, 
flo~ers and e ergreens. All the houses were decorated for the 
occasion. \'l'ashi ngton bo\'red as he went along, tipping his hat 
to the cheering people. That evening he dined with Governor 
Clinton of New York, with whom he was very friendly. That 
night Washington told Tobias that the reception ought to please 
1m but somehow i t made him sad and depressed. The people were 
trea ting him like a ki ng, but wouldn't want him to act like a 
king. He felt that the burden would be a big one and he hoped 
not f a il the people '\'fho trusted him. 
The inauguration could not take place for several days 
til a very important question was answered-by what title was 
the president to be addressed. On this matter, Washington f ear-
ed any title which would set him on a pedestal. He was very 
much pleased when it was decided to address him simply as the 
President of the United States. 
-=====9F=====================================================~====== 
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Tobias went on. 'The ceremony took place on the last or 
April, and in all the churches, services were held and prayers 
said for the success of the new government. By 12:30 it was 
time for Washington to start by carriage . A short way from 
the hall , we all got out of the carriage, marched thru lines 
of soldiers to the hall where all the government officials 
were waiting. John Adams had already taken his oath as vice 
president. He led Washington to a chair of state. The oath 
was to be given on a balcony in front of the senate room so 
mos t of the people gathered outside could hear and see this 
unique ceremony. 
On the balcony was a~ small table covered by red velvet 
on which was a fine Bi ble. Washington went out on the balcony 
with some officials. He appeared nervous in his dark brown 
suit, . powdered hair, white silk stockings and black shoes . 
The people started to shout when they saw him. He went to 
the front of the balcony, put his hand over his heart, bowed 
several t imes and then sat do~m . 11 at once the people q ieted 
down, realizing that the man was overcome by emotion. Soon 
e got up again and this time Mr. Otis held up the Bible on the 
elvet cushion. The oath of allegiance was read slmvly and 
di s tinctly. Washington put hiS hand on the Holy Book and when 
e was finished, he bent down and kissed the Book. Then Robert 
Livingston stepped forward, waved his hand and the bells started 
to ring , . guns were fired, the happy people waved flags, clapped 
heir hands and shouted with joy. 
I 
=~~ 
I 
I The president bowed and then went inside the building to 
' ~ talk to his officials.' 
1 That's the story as Tobias used to tell it t o his father I 
I VJ"ho used to tell it to Fred who often told it to me. It shovred 1! 
I I 
I hO\<l 
1
the 
worried our president was and how difficult it was to be 
first. Hmmver, George itlashington proved an able leader in 
and in peace • That is why we honor him." 
..=.o=- ============= 
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I SUGGESTED QUESTIONS AND ACTIVITIES 
II 
,j 1. What i s an inauguration? \A/here and when is it held? 
11 2· What is t he oath taken by the president o:f our country? 
I 
3. Why was this election a start of democracy? 
4. Draw a pi cture showing the river scene. 
5. Contrast the usual picture of vfashington crossing the 
Delaware with his going do~m the river to his inauguration. 
j 6. i'lhy was a Bible u sed in the ceremony? 
7. Describe his feelings at the i nauguration. 
I 
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MISCELLANEOUS STORIES 
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CHAPTER V 
t !•!ISCELLANEOUS STORIES 
SUBJECT TITLE 
AIRPLANE OF vrRIGHTS '•••••••••••••••INTO THE AIR 
BATTLE OF IWO JIMA •• • •••••••••••••••••• IWO Jil~ 
CONSTITUTION •••••••••••••••• 9 •••• • 0LD IRONSIDES 
. . . . 
COVERED ~TAGON TRAVEL ••••••••• COVERED WAGON DAYS 
nrD~~S ••••••••••••••••••••••• AN INDIAN BROTHER 
ROUGH RIDERS • •••••••••• THE OTHER FELLOW'S FIGHT 
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INTO TH.E AIR 
11 Uncle Tim, we saw a picture L"'l our history books of the 
I 
1 fl.rst ail"plane usod by the Wrights~ Isnt t it a queer look ing 
Jj thing?u remarked one of the children. 
i; Fred said,"I saw it in the S..'Tlithsonian Institute when I 
'I 1 
was 1n washington and 1 t seems to be all wings and wires. Have 
,, you ever seen it, Uncle Tim?11 
'I 
1 Yes,. boys, I well remembe.r the .first time I saw it. seems 
J: II it t·;as back 1n 1900 that I was a ropOl"teJ? !'or a New York nev1S-
I i! paper. !'ily editor had heard about t VJO brothers in Dayton, Ohi.o, 
I 
11 who had a bicycle repair shop but were really very interested 
I. 
I! in flying. They had built and !'l.own g11ders .... you know, air-
!l planes with no motors. The brother s flew tlJ.ese at a lonesome 
!1 place called Kitty Hawk, North Carolina where .there were sandy 
li . . / . 
11 hills, plenty of high winds and no houses • In 190.; my editor 
I 
!1 heard that those birdmen had put a motor on a glidel .. and uore 
'' hoping to fly with it. He sent me to Kitty Hawk to t aka any 
~ . 
~~ pictures and gat a story if there was one. 
,I It vras a very cold, windy day on December 17, and I f'elt 
very foo1ish going on a wild unnecessary job. Knowing that 1:L1J.e 
i two brothers would not try the contraption if' they saw me, I 
I hid in t h e grass and. bushes. The airplane had two wings, .a 
II 
;I small motor, and there seemed to be a lot of w:t.res . Underneath 
1 it looked like a sled. one of the men lay on. his stomach in 
I 
, this open frame of wire, vrood o.nd paper.,..the small motor whirred · 
==-==-·-=-=-=-9P====-=~~=================,~~== --==- ==-=-===================9~======== 
and the thing actually flew up into the air. He looked like a 
bird with double wings. I was so amazed I was almost paralyzed 
and nearly forgot to take a · picture. It didn't seem possible 
that man had really flown. The plane didn't stay up very long. 
As it landed with a thud on the sand, the other man ran up to 
congratulate his brother. They seemed happy in that forlorn, 
wind-swept, . sandy region-the birthplace of aviation. When I 
got back to the office, I told the editor all about what I had 
seen and he didn ' t seem to believe me. He seemed to thirik 
-
"Airplanes have changed a great deal since then, . haven't 
-
they?" asked John. 
"Yes, they certainly have," responded the story-teller. 
"That i s why the first -one looks so strange to us. Ours prob-
======~==============================~-=-=-~~~~-=-=-==--=======----==============F==~=~---
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11 ably would see.n strange to the wr ight b:t>others ,u 
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SUGGE;STED QUESTI ONS AND AC'J.'IVIT!ES 
I 1. Showt using pictures or drawings ; how planes have chS!lg ed 
11 since the early one. 
2. ua.tm a model or a drawing o£ the W~il!):lt ait'plane. 
:I ;. Tho original airpl-ane of the Wrights was 1n an Engliah 
museum until recently. Discover .,..,hy !t was there nnd why it 
II was returned to the United States. Vlhare is it now·? 
I 4. The follQwing are somG pel.'sons who ~e f'amous in aviation. · 
'I 
1. In a sentence or two, t ell -rJhat anch did .•. 
I gor Sikorsky 
Francesco De Pinedo 
Charles Lindb.ergb. 
.Amelia Earhart 
Howard Hughes 
ll 5• Wri ta a story that the i'eport.e·r might have written about 
il the first !light • 
il 6. Build some model airplanes and ha.vo races . _ 
. 1· 
I! 
I• 8 II • 
Rave en ex.,"'l.ibit showing the -advancement -of ~via.tion . 
Secure some strombecker sol.id models and use to shov 
11 chang es 1n planes . ,, 
" "9 I • !f possible,- ,.,isit a neal'by airport. t .ook for runways, 
II 
cont r ol tower, wind sock, plane~ taking oft and J.a.ndinc.; . 
I 
11 10. In a sentence or two, desc.ribe the followingi 
Monoplane 
-, -~==-
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I! Bi p lru1e 
'I 
il Hydroplane I 
II Amphibian 
I 
Helicopter 
I Glidezt. 
I Dirigiblo 
I 
.I 
Jet 
,I I 
I 
'I I, II II ! 
I I 
'I 
I 
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IWO JIMA 
It was the day before Memorial Day and the children were 
discussing the parade which was to take place. They saw Uncle 
Tim and with him was a young man in a Marine uniform. They 
recognized him as a nephew of their very good friend and story 
teller. He had been in the service for quite a long while. 
"Hello, Uncle Tim, hello, Tom," they called. "You lo k fine in 
your uniform. How long are you staying?" 
"Hello, youngsters. I am home for a few weeks, seems 
good to be back in the old town. How is school?" 
"Say, you are just the one to help us with an assignment 
in history. Our teacher wants us to talk with a soldier who 
rill tell us about the war. \'fill you help us?" 
"Perhaps, . but jus t what do you need to lmow? I hope you 
don't need to know about the whole war." 
"No, just one part of it-a big battle, perhaps." 
-
"I didn't take part in any big battles. " 
-
11\fuy not tell them about that little fight you were in on 
-
Iwo Jima, 11 remarked Uncle Tim, who realized Tom was not too 
eager to talk about the war. 
11 0ur group had been back in a camp for a while when orders 
came thru. We were given intensive training in beach landings,, 
bayonet practice, long marches over very rough terrain; that 
eans ground. We trained and trained until we were so tired 
e could drop, then we trained some more. The men realized 
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that some big attack was being planned but no one knew where or 
when. Since we were veterans, having :fought at Saipan, it didn ' , 
seem necessary to have all this extra training. Then at l ast 
came a day when all leaves v.rere cancelled. 1tie boarded large . 
boat s and left under cover of darkness. s oon as we were 
under way, everyone had an answer to our destination. None of 
us vtere very good guessers. Soon the officers tol d us-we 
wJr e going to attack Iwo Jima, a pear shaped island twice as 
long a s i t was wide. Looking on maps showed us that the place 
wa s in the Pacific Ocean. It was important to capture t his 
i s land as it could be used a s a base f or our B~29s wh ch woul 
bomb Tokyo ,. Th~re " acz mountain or volcano a t one end of 
t his island and two airfie lds constructed by the enemy. To 
ge t control of those airfie ds, we must get control of the 
mountain. You can imagine how we :felt when told that the J ape 
had had over thirty years to fortify the island. The Navy had 
shelled it for two days and so it was felt that this attack 
!would not be too d fficult. We iere put on landing craft and 
taken nearer shore where we left the landing craft in half 
tracks. The guns from the boats opened up on the island,. and 
our airplanes swooped in to drop bombs on the enemy. s soon 
as v.r hit the each, t he enemy guns opened fire and the going 
was slow in the loose a shes. The heavy fire pinned us down, 
and vre crawled along all too slmvly. Our objective was Mount 
Suribachi and it seemed full of caves in which were Japs and 
guns , all aimed at us. Everytime we moved, some o:f us \vould 
====- ~~-====== ============================== 
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be wounded or killed. It didn't take us long to realize that 
we were fine targets for the enemy who were above us in caves. 
All of our tanks got stuck in the heavy volcanic sand and soon 
were hit. We got low on ammunition so some of us crawled back 
to the beach to get · some. What a mess! Tanks were burning, 
boats were upset and on fire, the wounded were being carried 
on stretchers, supplies were all mixed up or burning. Every-
~here was smoke, . fire, noise, sand, confusion, men and death. 
Finally getting some arnmunition, . we got back to our group. We 
~ad to stay there the rest of the night in small fox holes we 
made. The air was heavy and much too silent after all the 
~oise. Once in a while, some wounded man would moan off in 
the distance. We were tired but far too nervous to sleep. The 
enemy seemed so close we could almost touch them. 
Morning finally came and so did the rain which t urned the 
coarse ashes into gluey mud which stopped everything. Again 
the enemy started picking us off and it did us no good to fire 
back. Those pillboxes would have to be burned out before we 
could advance. It seemed that more Japs filled each pillbox 
right after we burned it out. It was a nasty job but when we 
thought of our buddies ba ck on the beach, we went at it. A 
few reinforcements came up and from them we learned that enemy 
~lanes had hit many of our boats. Also one airfield had been 
taken but it was no good as l ong as the enemy were on the 
~igher ridges. It seemed impossible to get up on that mountain 
as there was nothing to cover a man who tried to crawl up its 
ba re sides. Our spirits were as low as our food supply, the 
rain bothered us some and when we thought of our dead buddies, 
no island seemed worth the price. 
A plan was made to draw the Japs' attention on one group 
while another group attempted to crawl up Mount Suribachi. We 
scrambled, slipped, fell, pulled each other up; and amid a 
lot of firing, we somehow got on the top~ All we found were 
some machine guns but no live enemy. An old pipe w s found, 
Old Glory was tied on it and five of us hoisted the pipe with 
the flag on it. As soon as the word wa s passed, , men looked up 
at the flag . Many eyes were wet and many a man said a prayer. 
At last Suribachi was ours! 
As soon as the caves were cleaned out again and the air-
fields repaired, our planes were using this isl and as a stop-
over to and from Japan. We were one s t ep closer to the end of 
the war. 
That's the story. Does it help you any?" asked Tom. 
"Yes, that was grand. It helps us appreciate Memoria l Day 
~ great deal more. Thank you, Tom. We will be looking for 
you in the parade tomorrow .. Good-bye." 
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SUGGESTED QUESTIONS AliD ACT IVITIES 
,, 1. How many !~rines are in the picture? 
!1 2. Why is the color of the stamp appropriate? vlb.at other 
I 
I' col or might have been used? 
I 3. \~y didn't Tom want to talk about his experiences? 
14. On a sand table show the island, Mt. Suribachi and the 
i rum,rays. 
5. Draw a picture of the Marines trying to get up the moun-
i 
1 tain. 
I 
II 
6.. Draw apicture of the Marines raising the flag . 
7. What \vas the purpose of raising the flag?? 
II d 
il 
II 
li 
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OLD IRONSIDES 
Seeing Uncle Tim standing in front of a store window, the 
boys went over to see what was interesting their friend and 
teller of stories. In the window were many model airplanes, 
trains and boats, so the boys were not sure at which one the 
man was l ooking . Uncle Tim answered their question by -a sking, 
"Do you fellows see that beautiful ship with the sails? It re-
minds me of one we had in our house. It belonged to my father. 
Many a time he would tell the story of that ship to me when I 
was a youngster. Would you fellows be interested?" Of course 
the boys wanted to hear a story, . e specially one about the sea 
and ships. 
"As a young fellow, my father ran away to follmv the sea. 
He went to Boston and there stowed aboard a grand sailing boat. 
She was bigger and stronger than most vessels of her time-using 
live oak made her tough. My father hid in the ship until it 
l eft the dock. When he was found, hungry and thirsty, it was 
too l a te to put him off, which was how Father had planned it. 
He was brought before the capta in who was a stern man who told 
Father he would have to earn his way. Captain Hull called, 
'John Hogan, here is a new cabin boy. You are in charge o~ him, 
see that he gets plenty to do; and see that he stays below the 
deck. 1 
Johnny Hog~ was only a few years older than my parent, 
but he knew a grea t deal about the sea; so he t aught Father who 
88 
as eager to learn. Whenever there was any spare time, the two 
oys learned about ropes, knots, ships, how to clean brass and 
a ke sail. Often they sat below deck, whittling . Fa ther was 
a ther curious about the order of staying below, so he a sked 
ohn. He wasn 't very sure either , but thought the captain did 
ot want the boys to get hurt, as t here was a war going on. 
a ther wanted to see some of that war and he did. On August 19, 
812, while near the Gulf of St. Lawrence, the ship CONSTITUTION 
et a British frigate GUERRIERE which had 49 guns . Father and 
ohn were up on deck at the time and forgot the capt ain's or-
ers. The GUERRIERE fired on t he CONSTITUTION which did not 
etur.n the fire until the enemy ship was very close. The t wo 
ships fired a t each other. So many shots bounced off the sides 
of the CONSTITUTION that one of the sailors shouted that her 
s ide s were just like i r on. That became the nickname for that 
ship- OLD IRONSIDES. 
The t wo boys s tayed hidden in a place where they could see 
was happening . The flag at t he mast was shot away , and 
imbed up and tied the flag back to the mast. In t h e 
eantime, the cabin caught fi r e and Father helped put it out . 
mi nutes, t he bat tle was over.. The enemy ship '\' as so 
adly damaged that it had to e burne • The capt n was proud 
f his two boys . They sai l ed to ther tor many years after 
battle . 
The CONSTITUTION sailed the seas for many years. Then she 
egan to decay and was t o be destroyed. But school children 
89 
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II 
1 sent in their pennies, nickels and dimes; and the gallant ship 
I 
II was restored. Do you know that the ship is now anchored in the 
,, 
:1 Navy Yard in Charlestovm, Massachusetts ? 
jl 
1) Father always treasured the model of the CONSTITUTION that 
,, 
11 
he vlhi ttled while a cabin boy on that ship. n 
II 
II 
II 
il 
i· 
II 
I 
II 
li 
il 
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SUGGESTED QUESTIONS Al~D ACTIVITIES 
I 
I' ~fuke a collection of boat pictures and try to name the dif-1 
:J I I ferent types. 
2. Secure a piece of live oak and a piece of soft pine. 
each by hitting vTith a hammer; test again by attempting to 
Test t[ 
'I 
drive nails into each piece. What are your results? 
3. If you like to whittle, try to make a simple boat. 
4. Take cork from tin covers, glue masts to the center of 
cork, add paper sails. Have races with these toy boats. 
5. Learn to tie the follm'ling knots : square , loop, bmvline,. 
h a lf hitch, slip. 
6. Draw the flag flown · on this boat. 
I 
1
7
8
·••· WhOnat is a frigate , ship, boat ? 
the stamp, v~hat do v;e find on the sides of the central 
rl 
1 design? \ihat do the stars represent? 
19· If' possible, plan a f'ield trip to Boston to visit Old Iron 
j sides. 
I 10. While in Boston, visit the Atlantic Avenue docks-see col-
liers, oilers, fruit boats, freighters, fishing boats, passen-
ger boats and any other types there at the time. 
============~========================================~~===w~-=-~=== 
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COVERED rAGaN DAYS 
Uncle Tim was whittling on a piece of wood.; The children 
crowded around to see what 1t ws.~. One said, 11 It's something 
1 
w1 th wheels. u 
Another child a.d.ded,"Looks like a. wagon-a. covered wagon .. " 
'' 'fua.t.•s just what it is-a. c.overed wagon, Conestoga. wagon •. 
or a prairie $¢hooner. It recalls to mind how my folks crossed 
the continent. 11 The children knew a. .story was coming. 
"The colonists settled along the coast of' our great land, 
but as more settlers came, they pushed farther inland. As 
trails were opened into the -1'7est, men moved onward in search of 
1 new rich soil• or less crowded land. 
1-iy folks had settled 1n Massachusetts, but heard that land 
!' farther west wa.s be-tter; .so one day my father got out the 
1 horses, hitched them to a wagon covered with canvas, and told 
,, 
!' my mother to put in it only necessary thinge.. Mother wanted to 
11 take everything as w$ wouldll • t be com1ng back, but there wasn't 
I. 
:i room for all her> belongings.. She packed 1n all she could plus 
we children. Water barrels were tied on the aides of the wagon, 
HUld our cows were tied to the back of it. 
tie started out; Father driving. 11$ were excited, a.:rraid, 
1 and la.t.er homesick a.a we traveled the dusty trail. LOther wept 
'· 
· a 11 ttle .t .and then set her thinss i.n order 1n the wagon. This 
•I 
wa.s to be our horne :for a long time. \'le children l·Ianted to get 
out and walk, but. Father l'IOUldn'' t let us. That night "'e 
--=-- -- ----· - ~- ·=....:=.:---=..-- -· -- --=-_..;::::"--=-
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camped with some wagon rami lies., and ~very day more wagons 
, joined the group. NoM we had .some playmates, $lld the mothers 
' could talk in the ·evenings while th~ men stooQ. guard,. ·The boys ,. 
couldn't see why they were not allowed. to wander away from ca..mp. 
The days were hot {Uld dusty. while the trail "1as rough. The 
wagons had no springs; so were very tiring,. The box part o-r 
I; t.he wagon was like a 'boa.t, but tbe wheels often st~clt in the 
11 rivers, and •11 the people, had to stop and help. v)hen ~he snow 
" . '' and rains came; the trails became wor~e. Some tam1l1ea wer.e 
I 
, d1scoure.ged; and t~ed back; but most o:f' the ra.m111es kept 
·: going , being a.tra1d of t he Indians. One ev~n1ng, •fter the 
r wagons had been dl;'a.WJl up- 1.n ~ 0.1rcle, w-1 th the· ·horses 1ns1de 
!1 the circle; an Indian at tack oa.me" ·tihlle t~e women put ·out the 
I, 
!i tires and ga.thered togethe;r the children; th$ . .men got behind 
I 
1, 1.v-agons, wheels, furniture or baggagQ to shoo~ a~ the how~ing 
j! I_'edskins. ~re children were ~ol¢ to- keep out ot f;ligllt; but I 
II was old enough to reload. a St.Ul; so t heiped my ratP,er. I was 
!1 too busy to be f~1ghtened, and soon the India~n.s . went a-r.1ay. 
~~ They didn't trouble us mach again~ Some of the horses had been 
II 
Il l-tilled-. a.nd the te-v1 wounded l;llen were care·d tor by the women. 
d 
Jl' In a day or' so# we a~l ate.rted on a gain. Finally my father 
i~ picked out the section of land h~ wfiilted. t-le lived in that 
ll 
:i ¢overed wagon until we built our oa.b1n.. Parts of 1t \~ere later 
,I us-ed for t:Q.ings inside the cabin. That wa gon. wa.s part ot the 
homes or the courageous s~ttle~s of our great country •• , 
r--==- ~ 
SUGGESTED QUESTIONS AND ACTIVI'fiES 
I 
•
1 I. From oa~dboa.rd. or cereal 'boxe.s, ma.ke aevera.i small covered 
I 
·Wagons. 
II 
I 
2. ArrNlge these on a S(Uldtable., showing wagons on the march; 
in a circle at night. 
3. Since the children bad to stay 1n the wagons, what games 
I! 
1;m1ght they have played? 
I' 
4. Draw a picture of the covered wagon showing how 1t was like 
I a boat. 
Is. Pretend you are a settler $e.a;rch1ng for new land.. How 
:: wol.\ld you decide which section of 1and to choose? 
il 6. 
I 
~Take a liet ot things you would take if you had to lea;,re 
!. 
j1 your hom$., e.nd mus-t take only the most im.porttant arttoles-. 
•I 
11 7. Name aome things which might h&v~ 'been made .from t he wagon. · 
• ---jl-
.! 
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AN INDIAN BROTHER 
The boys and girls had seen an In an picture at the movies 
and they were talking about how cruel Indians were. Uncle Tim 
heard them, - so he remarked, "The Indians were not all like those 
you saw. ~~y of them were kind and friendly, but the treatment 
they got from the white men often made them cruel. I remember 
the story that Jeff White told me. It will show you what I 
mean. 
Jeff was a trapper who could move through the woods as si-
lently as any animal. One day he ce.me upon an Indian boy who 
tried to cravd away from him. Seeing that the boy had a bro-
ken leg, Jeff stopped the boy. After a struggle, the trapper 
made him understand, by using signs, that he wanted to help him. 
Jeff set the leg and was about to pick up the boy when the bush-
es were parted and out stepped many fierce looking Indians, 
bows drawn. The boy said somethi ng and the bows were slowly 
lo'\'rered. A tall Indian stepped forward. He said, 'White man 
good. Help my son~ Come to village. 1 
Jeff did not dare refuse, so he went with the Indians to 
their village. There he was taken to the council. The chief 
spoke, 'Here is good white man . He help son, perhaps he can help 
father. A long time ago, we move to these lands. We like liv-
:tng here; plenty of game, plenty room. White men come, tell us 
v-re must leave; go to land farther west which white men have set 
aside for Indians. Why can't v1e stay here? We here f'irst. ' 
'I know the agent so I will go to talk with him to see why 
you must leave your land. Will return soon, Chie~,' said Jeff. 
He went to the agent to talk with him. When he returned 
to the Indians, he found it difficult to tell them they must go 
because white men wanted the land. He tried to explain to the 
chief the reasons for their moving. The chief said, -'We settle 
here when no one want this land. Must call council of all the 
tribes. ' 
At once runners went out \'lith the news, and over the hills, 
the sound of the drums could be heard. Soon Cherokees, Creeks, 
Choctaws and Chickasaws had joined the Seminoles in order to 
decide what should be done. Jeff told the Indians what he knew 
and his words were translated-into the Indian tongue. Arter 
the tribes found why and \'There they must move, there was much 
discussion which Jeff did not understand. Finally the four 
tribes left. Then the Seminole chief told him that the other 
four tribes had decided to do as the white leader \'ranted, they 
would go . His tribe would stay where it had settled. Jeff 
knew that the Seminoles would be forced to go, . so he tried to 
convince the chief to go along with the other tribes. This the 
chief would not do. He asked Jeff to stay and explain their 
feelings to any white men who might come. Since t rapping sea~ 
son would soon begin, Jeff felt he must be on his way. The 
chief said, 'You good man. We brothers. Wear this and no one 
of the Five Indian Nations bother you. ~~y our paths cross 
again. 1 
06 
...... 
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It w·as nearly fifteen years later that Jeff \vas traveling 
through Oklahoma on his way to Oregon. Suddenly he was hailed 
by a tall young Indian who stepped in front of him and said, 
'Hello , brother.' Jeff wasn't s re at first, but soon recog-
nized the boy he had helped many years ago. 
'How are your people, and what are you doing here?' 
~ 
'After you left, men came and tried to get us to leave. 
They offered us money and asked t s to sign a paper but my father 
refused. Then our crops were destroyed at night , our houses 
were burned; but we stayed. Soldiers were sent against us. 
A£ter a few fights, those of us who wer e left gave up . We 
started over the sad trail the other tribes had gone before us. 
We went part way on foot and part way by canoes. There was no 
game in the country through which we passed, so many of us 
starved to death. Sickness killed many others, including my 
father who seemed glad to die rather than lead his people in 
disgrace. Finally we arrived at the place where we were sup-
posed to live in peace. There we set up our houses and ha d our 
council s as we had them when my father was the chief. It was 
not easy to live on this new land-it was bare; there were no 
trees, . no animals. It was not easy to understand the ways of 
the white men. They told us new land would be good; then we get 
ere and see good land. White men tell us we can't have that 
land; must live on this land and not move away to hunt or fish 
or go on war path. This land of ours is a re servation. It was 
ard for us t o live that way. Perhaps it was best that my 
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father did die. It would not have been good for him to see , 
I 
,, 
I what was left of the once proud Seminoles. \fuy were not all I 
I white men ood like you? 1 il 
I Jeff felt ashamed of his people for their treatment to the I 
! Indians. Although he felt sorry, . there was little he could do II 
j to help his Indian friends. This was simply the white men 1 
I !pushing the red men back farther and farther. He left with a 
I 
I\ feeling of shame and sadness." 
!j 
! "I don't blame the Indians if they became angry and hated 
the ·white people, if they were treated like that," remarked 
1
one of the boys. 
II "The sad part of it is that our remaining Indians are not 
ll treated as well as they deserve. Many of them live in poor 
! conditions, lacking food and clothing. Their schools are not 
j the best. No, the white man should be ashamed when he realizes ] 
jl 
r ow he has mistreated these early men. II II 
1 IJ 
I 
I 
SUGGESTED QUESTIONS AND ACTIVITIES 
I' 
I! 1. On a panel or by a series of pictures show Indian lif'e, 
II ~· canoes, houses, hunting , f'ishing, costumes . 
II 2. l~ke a small birch bark canoe, some small clay pottery. 
V~ke some Indian headdress, using feathers if' possible. 11 3. 
I' !j 4. Pretend one of your classmates has a broken leg . You find 
l1 him out in the woods f'ar from everything. What would you use 
j to set his leg ? Show how you would do it? 
5. Make a n Indian village. 
16. If' you were designing this stamp, what might be on it in-
jstead of those f'ive seals? 
11 7. What do you think the Seminole chief gave Jeff? 
I! 8. Draw the picture of the face of an Indi an. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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THE OTHER FELLOW'S FIGHT 
"Uncle Tim, we read a few pages in history today about the 
Spanish American War, and Roosevelt' s name was mentioned. Do 
you know what he did?" 
·-
"Yes. Our co t ry was at war v-ri th Spain because of her 
cruel r ea.tment to t he people of Cuba·, _, a Spanish colony. One 
day as I was going into the post office, . I saw a crowd standing 
a round a large colored poster. On it were these words. CAN 
YOU RIDE? ARE YOU TOUGH? DO YOU DISLIKE TO SEE PEOPLE PUSHED 
AROUND? WANT TO DO sru~THING ABOUT IT? JOIN THE FIRST 
VOLUNTEER CAVAL.RY. IT 1 S ON ITS WAY TO CUBA .. 
I wasn' t very busy and this offer seemed exciting .. 
Besides, the Spani sh treatment of the Cubans had made me a bit 
angry. When I heard someone say that Theodore Roosevelt wa s 
leading the group, , my mind was made up-if he was in this fight, 
I wanted to take part a lso . 
I joined thi s outfit and was t old to report at Tampa ,, 
Florida. Here we were trained under Leonard Wood and Teddy 
Roosevelt whom we all worshipped. He was a daring rider, and 
~ood taught us some military tactics on horseback. Soon we 
were ready for action and felt we ought to have a name. Many 
of us were cowboys who had come from the wild cattle country,, 
so vle called ourselves riders-rough riders; and that became our 
name. Then we were on transports leaving for Santiago, Cuba, 
where the war was being fought. Here General William Shafter 
1J)0 
was our leader., As in most wars, we had poor food, no medicine,,. 
few supplies. Many of our horses were still back in Florida. 
We landed in June, and a month later, got a chance to really 
fight . Teddy led us over the hill, shouting and rii:ding like 
the ~lind. \'l'e would have followed him to the end of the '\vorld, 
for he was daring, and he was fighting to stop little people 
from being pushed around by a bully. We liked him because he 
was a champion of the little fellow. Dashing madly at the 
Spanish, we defeated them. The news said the battle took place 
at San Juan- Hill, but actually we engaged the enemy at Kettle 
Hill. 
The Spanish didn't like being pushed around and soon sur-
rendered. We never again had a big battle; just bothered the 
enemy whenever and wherever we could. Soon the wa·r was ended, 
and we came back to the states; each to go on his own way. 
Teddy later became president of our country, and I-I just a 
teller of stories." 
"That '\vas a fine story, Uncle Tim. You tell interest ng 
stories." 
''If that story was great , it was because of a great man-
Theodore Roosevelt , who hated dictators and cruel l eaders . " 
jJ)i 
li 
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!I SUGGESTED QUESTIONS AND ACTIVITIES 
I 
'1 1· 
I ry. 
Draw the poster that convinced Uncle Tim to join the caval-
Use a picture from a magazine as part of the poster, if 
II you wish. 
' 
11
2 
• . 
vlhat training might the men need to become better soldiers~ 
!1 3. Whose picture is on the stamp? \'i'hy was it used? \'Thy was 
II not Roosevelt's picture shown? 
~~ 4. Draw a rough sketch or a stamp using Roosevelt as the cen-
1
1 tral design. 
5. Try to make a clay or a soap model of a horse. 
I 6. Using a picture from a book, draw a picture of the face of 'I 
I 
I 
I 
i 
' 
II I 
Teddy Roosevelt, showing his character. 
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CHAPTER VI 
Sill~Y AND CONCLUSIONS 
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!1 CHAPTER VI 
II 
II 
S~1ARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
1 Swnmary 
I i The purpose of this study as stated in Chapter I, 11as to 
fwrite some interesting stories from United States postage 
1 stamps. For each story, there vJ'ere to be some suggested ques-
l tions and activities. Stamps issued from 1935-1948 were check-
ed. Th ese wer e then checked with corresponding subjects 
frequently mentioned in social studies texts used in grades 
seven and eight. Stories with stamps as the background were 
t hen written. These stories are all original. 
Conclusions 
From this study the following conclusions are drawn: 
1. If more stories were to be written in this series,
11 
a ne\v approach might have to be used. 
2. It might have been better to choose one phase of 
history, and write all the stories about that 
phase . 
3. These storie s are far f roM perfect probably due 
to pres sure of a time limit . They may not be 
interesting to the youngsters at all. 
4. I1~ore creative vlorlc might be very helpful in the 
social studies field. 
I 
I 
II 
II 
" 
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I Lll~ITATIONS OF THE STUDY AND PROB~fS 
FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 
:, 
f
1 
Limitations of the Study 
I 
II 
II 
t 
The limitations of this study included the follmving: 
Not all subjects of history are honor ed by a 
stamp. 
' 2. Subjects of the stories had to be chosen according! 
!I to usefulness in social s tudies work. 
3. Author felt stories must be limited to the s tamps 
issued from 1936-1948 s ince other writers had I 
I 
written brief passages on stamps previous to 1936. 11 
I 
4. This type of study is dependent on the writer 1 s I 
I 
creativeness. I 
I 
li Problems for Further Research 
il I 
II 
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I 
I 
i 
These suggestions may be helpful. 
1. Some one might write creative stories on an entire] 
2. 
phas e or unit of history. 
Some one \vho might have a vride sampling of school 
children could run a survey to prove the value 
of teaching history using only postage stamps. 
Some one might be encouraged to write an entire 
history of the United States from postage stamps. 
II 
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